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INTRODUCTION.

t,

P

I
4

'No.......!.; % 1

4 ; ' ' $ 1 :
In '100,e 'Advisory Teigto;p1 Service was inaugtIrated in the Queensland State Depart-

ment of Education with the a tment of 14 advisory teachers to affyise in primaroy school
pathematits: Whenfannouncing this new Service, the Director-GegeraP of Education stressed
that it was intended that an advisory.teacher would provida'in scpoog assistance to individ I

teachers anti groups of teachers. It was envisaged that advisory teachers would visit; print
schools on invitation of the principal anti that during visits emphasis would be_ptliced up
enriching teachers' knowledge of the subject in a numper.of ways. These ways would

rrinclude giving of advice on new methods and materials s\iggesting alierriative olethods a d
practices, demonstrating different teaching techniques, assn tang with curriculum, interpretation
and referring to recent research in the subject area. /

There seemed to be a clear advantage in creating a new position in the Department of
Education to supplemeht existing in-school support services., These existing.services\ were
provided in the main by experidnced teachers and p,rincipals, and in a more general sense
inspectors of schools who convened seminars and gave advic 'during annual inspections.
With the changing ratio of old to young teachers, increases i teacher numbers and quit
radicairefianges in syllabuses, this existing in-school support w s seen to be potentially i de-

. quate. .For example, when the new syllabus for science was i Itroduced in 1966 semin rs
were convened in practically every centre in the State. The pirlem with seminars at this
time, were two-fold. Firstly not allteachers could be released o attend, .so those who were

released had to pass-on, with some loss in the translation, what they had learned. Secondly.',
since seminars were a grog') arrangement, individual teachers' pr oblems could not be given '''

appropriate ,atte7ion. . ,

.

..

VVh n the Pragram in Mathematics was introduced there wa a marked difference, be-
..

tWeen th way, teachers had implemented the previous syllabus and what was expected of.
them with -he flew. Teacher and pupil resource material was provided and serrlinat-s, Go h:
ducted abut there still seemed to be a need for more support'. ,Furthermore there Vemed.
to be no easy way to provide appropriate additional support within the.present organisational

structure. Hence, the advisory teacher position Was created. .

0 4N 0 .

.
The initial 14 advisory teachers were classroom teachers with demonstrated expertise

it; teaching mathematics. Following an initial trai,ning period in the Research and Curriculum
Branch, .these teachers travelled from school to school helpipg teachers with their problems. '
In so doing,,,these advisory teachers gained experience which would enable them to
fulfil -their task better. ..

, ., &
N. l,

. . .
, .

To ensure assistance Igas-provided,onlY where necessary, advisory teachers visited
schools only on invitation from the principal; lf,th6 principal saw existinli 'Support 'sirvices
to be adequate and that teachers in the school had Qo jiroblem't they were unable to solve,
then no visit would be .requested. The demand for, its was seen to be art index of the r'
need for the new Advisory' Teacher Service. . ' . ,,,- 4-

Since the
expanded over
areas serviced.
teachers in six
specialist areas.

.

inauguration of the Advisory Teacher ,Seritice in 1970 this . service has
the past

time
years in terms of both numbers df advisors and the, subject

At the time this survey wa0 conducted there were a total
A
of 41 .advisory

subject areas of the syllabus aged a further.21 advisory teachers, in four
Full detai re, shovaiip-Table 1.

ry

as,

Si,
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Table 1: Priniary School Advisory Teacher Service 1974

Areas of Service .1 Number of
Advisory Teachers ,

Subject Areas .

Art 7

Health and Physical Education 7

Language Arts 11

Mathematics *- - 7

Music 3 .

Social Studies 6 ,

Sabitotat 41

4

.
.

r

Special IA reas
. Aboriginal Education
Audio Visual ,Education
'Mid and ketrant Eckucatiow
Library

Sub-Total
e

TOTAL
,

.*

4
3
1

13

21
-

62t, ,I,, .1
- In ad ion, specialistis port was/provided in music and health and physical edu

, ; There were three teachers .of' kit in the State. These were each attached to a central

r school in an area and took music lessons in thaschool and in neighbouring schools.
.1" There }were some 150 health..and physicaleducation teachers attached to primary schools

on a somewhat' similar basis to teachers of music. The health and physical education '

i
teachers spend twb to three days at a home centre and the remaining days servicing nearby
schools. 'In some of the morel-emote areas physical education eachers attached to high
schools provide some primary iphoot service. .

i i

'Whereas the.sPecial teachers support cless;oom teachers.4 performing the teaching tasks;
* requiring special expertise, allowing the classrobm teacher to provide ftllow-up practice and

I
,

consolidation activities, the advisory teacher haio direct responsibility for teaching a class
4 all. The general function of the advisory tea er is to act as a resource person to help

i' , teachers become better, teachers. This is done by providing on fhb job assistance With such
tasks as curriculum interpretation, planning teaching programs or units of work, introducing
nevy methods or techniques, discussing resource utiliskkon, identifying and 'redefining prob-
lems, co-ordinating.expertise through effective organisation and administration at the class-
rocirn and school level, and helping keep teachers up to 2i ate with educationfil,changat
However, The advisory teacher as a resource person and cha7e agent must be seen as but*
one of a number of personnel providing in-school support. he principal, deputy,.senior
mistress, infant mistress, experienced teacher, teacher with special qualifications, and teastier
of special subjects are all in a position to hel improve teaching and learning. in the school.

This.study can now be seen in context.
as one of the-supporeservices offered in prima

focuses
oo

n the Advisory Teacher Service
The service has inherent in its

organisation and execu/iona number of achiantages an problems. bne advantage arises
from the breadth of experience' Oiled by the itinerant advisor as he or/she'Segs many
,teachers in many schools. But itinerancy can be itself a problem in that there is likely to
be aAisruption t)f personal life, and feelings of alienation from on'e's peer/

J

. 4 ,

Another advantage is that advisory visits are by invitation only. Advisory teacheri
would expect therefore, to be4serving a-clearly identified need. Since hpwever, it is only
principals who actually issue invitations, 'requests for visits, except in very small -Schools, .

might not arise from staff-felt needs. Thus requests-for visits while an index of need dp
nbt necessarily reflect the existence of neethat all status levels within the School.

2 e
r

.
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Given thlexistence of.a wide range of support services, questions arise, regarding the
way in which further development of the Advisory Teacher Seri/ice might take place. For
example,, after some five years of operation, marked by considerable numerical expansion,
the numtvrof advisory teachers in mathematics has, halvbd. On thb other hand in language
arts, where a syllabus developr:neht!has occurred, there were at the time of -tlie survey eleven
advisory teachers. Is the..need for advisory teachers linked directly to syllabus changes?pb
school persodnel regard the importance of'the subject area advisory teachers differently frbm
special area advisory teachers? Are needs for advisory service adequately met at thp
present staffing level? Are practical issues rather than some more overriding psychological

. and philosopfiical issues areas where teachers see the greatest need for help? If not is there
need for,,,expansion in all areas ar in,only, some areas? How' do teachers and advisory

teachers see the organization of visits? Are there basic discrepancies between the'role
expgctations of, school personnel and the roleenactment of Advisory Teachers? These are
but some of The questions which the survey investigates.

)

Informal, /feedback on the Advisory Teacher Service has been in general favourable.
However, succh, feedback Might not reflect the opinions of all those serviced by advisory
teachers. Aceohrdingly this study was undertaken at the end of the 1974 school year to
obtain empirical inforMation from a representative sample of school personnel concerning
the'oper ion 'and.effectiveness of the Primary School Advisory Teacher Service.

Aims
A

The aim was td obtain information abodt how advisory teachers and perkons within
schools perceive the ,operation of the Advisory Teacher Service, and the processes employed
ty advisory' teachers in assisting school personnel. It was intended that information obtained
would provide a basis.for 'judgements by decision-makers at all levels concerning t e ice

and help both advisory teachers and school personnel to make effective use of the P rf
pportunities which the service makes possible.

MI* and Method

Data were obtained rom school personnel which comprised Principa
,ls, Deputy

Principals, Senior Mistress s and teachers. since status level in the administration
;

hierarchy,i'or differences in responsibility for feaching children, might result in different
expectations and perceptiops of advisory teachers, provision was made to partition the
sample into six groups. The grops:were:

* i - .- .
1. . Principale-of Class I Schools (Heads of -large' administrative units), '
2. Principcls'ofrClass 2 and 3 Schools ,(Heads of medium'sized administrativei - units),
3. Principals, of Classt 4, 5 and 6 schools 11-leads of small, administrative units

with varying "teaching responsibility).
4. Deputy Principals. and Senior Mistresses (Assistant administrators).
5. Teachers in Class 1 Schools (Teachers in large schools)
6. TeaChers in Class 2 and 3 schools .(TeaFhers in medium sized sajtools)

i . ,, ..z.
0 .- ,

Other groupings could be fOrmed to extract, for exanitile, inforination about,'one-
teacher schools.. The broad grouping described above, was, howq: seen ft, be useful
for most analyses. ._ .

.. . .
..

time
. .

To keep the total sample p a manageable size while at 'the same time to ensure ,4

that mmotity groups could be represented, a disproportionate 'sampling technique was
used. Subsequent weighting procedures were employed to ensure that. those groups ,
which were over-represented did not distort the results. The sample ratios for *the various
groups together with number sampled, number responding and response rate are shown in
Table 2. ,.

,..

(t.

s
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Tae 2: Sample Ratios and Response Rates for Six Status Levels

Group. Proportion of
Populatio\SApled'

No. in No. ,

Sample Responding
Response
Rate

Adjusted Weighted
Numbers

iirinctpals, Class 1 Schools .8 100 59 59% 5
Principals, Classo2 and 3

Schools .4 160 101 63% 15.

. Princip Is, Class 4, 5 and
6 Sc ols .2 100 56 56% 28

Deputy s, Senior
Mistresses .7 100 68 68% J0

Teachers in Class 1

Schcrol .05 200 133 66% 281

Teachers in Class."2 and 3
Schools 225 139 6201, 305.

,,-
1.

, .

The teacher sample, groups 5 Phd 6, was drawn' from the teacher payroll list pt a
rate of ,1 in 20, using random procleckirk 'The clasS' 4, 5 and 6 principal sample was ,. ,
drawn randomly from the school 'list At the rate of 1 in 5. Samples of Principals in
class 1 through to class 3 schools including Deputy Principals and Senior Mistresses were ,
inclUded if teachers within their schools were included in the teacher sample. The
consequence ot this procedure was 'oveLrepresentation of this latter/ group. The over-
_representation of principals of class 4, 5 and 6 schools on the other hand was necessary
to ensure representativeness of this group across all Educational Regions.,,

, . 1 ;

,From Table 2 it cans. be seen that unless coMpensatory weighting)techbiques were eit

, i employed the opinions 'of {principals' Ofsplass 1 schools whose. sample atio was 80%
would outweigh those of leachers whose sample ratio was 5%. Adjusted weighted group
membership number is shown in the last column. The weighting techniqbe therefore
ailows significance tests on mean differences to .be used which 'reflect. accurately the
adtual groups numbers in the population.* . ,

v

Data were also ob/ained from advisory teacherS. Owing to the small number of
advisory teachers no sampling was employed. At the time of the survey many
specirE area advisory teachers were deployed quite, differently from subject area advisory
teachers. The three audio-visual advisory tekhers Concentrated,their 'support in regional
seminar activity and not in schools per se. The advisory teacher in child and migrant
education was carrying out a dual advisory and semi-admilistrative function. The advisory
teachers in aboriginal education were concentrating their efforts in schools with a highly
indigenous' population, many of which were in the Torres Strait and Gulf Pe insula areas.
Library advisory teachers were providing support to small schools and in ion were
providing support service to teacher librariani in larger, schools. The subject area advisory
teachers, on the otherehand, were providing mainly in school support i6 all teachers
irrespective of school size. An exception was the advisory teachers in Health and
Physical E 4tioh Where Teachers in Physical Edudation also exist. The function of these
advisory to hers was to work mainly 'through specialist staff in larger schools aed
dirittly with teachers in the smaller schools..

I

Since the sample wasproport onet Ia y fepresentitive of regions in the state, provided weighting is ysed to adjust
. 4,

for ,disprOportionate fepresentationo of status groups, status by region analyses and comparisons can be made wj!hout
further adjistrrient-,::

o .

4
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As a consequence of this, diversity of operation, it was only for the .subject areas Art,
Language Arts, Mathematics, Music and Social- Studies that the main contact was almost
entirely directly with the general teacher and non specialist school personnel. For this
reason clisIineAsm is made between;deta obtaintd from advisory teachers in these five
subject areas and those, in specialist areas. ,

. ,

Of the 34 subject area advisory teacheri requested to p ticipate 27 responded. In the
special areas 'only '6 of the 21 responded and because of: the Jriiversity indicated above and
the likelihood of atypical, experience of school personnel in contact with these teachers
these data .vvere 'excluded. Thus the. results pertaining to advisory teachers are represent-
ative only of the, subject areas Art, Language Arts, Mathematics, Mu,sic and Soc.ial,-.
Studies.

- Since the most important feature of the study w,as the inform'ation from school
personnel from which" generalisations about this group could be made, a less complete
par*ticipation rate of advisory teachers was not seen to detract seriously from the results.'

,
No det4aile'd information was sought frorA school personnel concerning-.each individual

type of advisory service except, with regard. number of visits and general imPortance of
the area as a ,whole. TO' obtain details of all areas would have increased the size of the
questionnaire ten fold. Furthermore because of the small 'numbers of advisory' teachers
reliable comparisons between the views of school personnel and those of the advisory
teacher area by, area would have been ,imPossible. *Only the ,,general view of features of
the serOice across all areas was sought from .school personnel. These viei'lys were contrasted
with the Collective views of the advisory teachers in the five areas whose activities im-

4/ piny most. generally on the `sChool personnel as a whole:"

Instrumentation
rp

Two questionnaires were prepared. Copies- of instruments are included in' Appendix 1.
One inc3S,administered to school"personne which comprised Principals, Deputy, Principals,
Senior Mistresses and Teachers. The secciriLwas administered to advisory teachers. The
information sought in each questidrinaire Wes essentially the same. The purpose of the
qu!..tionnaire to. advisory teachers was to Obtain information on issues where distinct/7,

1..
discrepancies might exist between the views expressed by school personnel and advisePt
teachers. For example, a wide discrepancy-Petween. the two groups on the prefered
number of 'visits per year- or the importanceAf various kinds of assistaritle sought and,
offered during .these visits would indicate that a cer.tain amount of dysfu,nction is likely to
exist. Most questions to which school 'personnel responded provided age.indicatibn of ,
the kinds of, expectations they held of the advisory teachers and of the service as a whole.

M1

The advisory teacher questionnaire also sought information about job satisfaction, and
ways, if- any, in which. changes in operation might occur. . '

-
. s ,

5 ,

*

l
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Importance of assistance
1 r

ln, making decisions about expansion or otherwise, the views of schciol personnel on
the relative importance of the various areas serviced was thought to be' important. All
school personnel rated 9 of the areas serviced on a five point scale from very great (5),
great (4), little (3) very little (2) and not at all (1), for how important,it was for them .'
tie receive, advice in each of these areas. '

4
.

, -

Table 3 shows the grand mean
folib

r each of these areas and significancOs of differences
between all pairs of these grand means. The highest rating of 4.18 for language arts'
probably reflects the recent changes in syllabus for the subject: The two lowest means were
aboriginal education and migrant. education. This is an expected result .because the problems
to which advisory teachers in these areas addresP themselves are likely o o affect a smaller
proportion of the population than would the_Oroblems associated with uch subjects as

,language arts, social studies and mathematics. Further the total' contaa of advisory teachers
for "aboriginal education and migrant education would belower due to the relative recency
of introduction of the service in aboriginal education and the small number of ,advisory
teachers in migrant education. The number of advisory teachers and recency of introduction
of seNice, or both; should also be considered when interpreting the emphasis' placed on the
library'and audio-Atual areas.

1 .

At.

0

Table 3.' Importance of assistant if; each area serviced: tens of differenc: between.
all pairsiifirogikg

"4=4

Importance of'47.;;ii,"
Assistance in

Grand
Mean 1 2

Grand Mean Differences
3 4 .5 6, 7,

e

1. Languagg Arts',"

2, Social Studies

3. Maths.

4. Art ,

5. Music

6, Xidio-visual

7. Library

8. Abdriginal educatick

9: Child Migrant education

4.18

3.90

3.79

3.69.

Z58

3.53i

3.18

1.2.29

2;20

1

I

°

-

,

1 .

.28

.

.39

.11.

-

.49

.21

..10

-

,
.....16.0

,.32

'.21.
.11

-

7

.26

.16. ,

.05

1.00 1..
JO 1.61

. , .
, .69 1.50

.51 1.40
.14

.40 .29

.35 .24

- .89,

. 0
.

1.59

1.49

.38

.33'

.98-.

.09

Significant at .05 level ,
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The relative order of importance for the various, are as as shown in Table 3 is .a guidit
to how school personnel in generakank, them. It is, of interest to note that-,fhesyllabus
subjects are ranked almost in tree same order as the suggested time to be devoted to ''."

teaching them. It is also of interest ,that the special, areas of audio-visual and library,>

which, unlike aboriginal education and migrant education, are general to _all, school ,
7 .,

situations,' were rated relltively low in terms of importance.

n the subject areas, language arts, 'an area in which a new. syllabus was being
4 developed( Was rated first. Tils woulcNeem ttp support the view that recencti of

syllabus change ,migfat'' be related to needs for-'advisory service. This view however, is
poti, supported _when the t,elative 'position of art is taken into account.' A new syllabus
in "Art 'had been introduced, yet with the exception of music 'it was raged last of the subject
areas in terms of need fPr, service.. Perhaps these ratings are confounded by teachers'
views of 11 the relative Value and importance of the. subject per se.

. .

It is possible that differences in status level such as school size and responsibility for .

teaching, might be important. It is desirable therefore, to examine, importance of advice
in subject areas in terms of the differences in status leve among the school personnel.
Table 4 shows the group meant and F-ratios for signific nce of difference among status
groups, for each subject area! ,In only two subject areas art and music, were there
significant differe ces among status .groups. In only one special area, library; was there a'

. significantdiffere ceamong status" groups. ' ' .

Table 4: Importance of assistance in areas serviced by status Weis

4

Subject
, Areas

Grand Principal Principal Principal Deputy kincipal Teahers Terochers
Mean Class Class 2,3 Class 4, Senibr Staff Class*1 Class 2,3,4

5,6

F d.f.

Language
Arts

Social
Studies

Maths

Art

Music

4.18 4.08 4.23

3.90 3.85 3.95

3.79 3.66 3.78

3. 3.93 4.08

3.56 3.77 4.06

Special Area

AudioVisual

Library

Aboriginal
Education

Child' Migrant
Education 42.20

3.53 3.82 3,96

3.18 3.27 ,3A

2.29 2.04 2.62

2...13 2.33

.c Signifitant .001 level
i'Significant .05 level

For art
Class 2 and
other status
Schools Ail
each other,

4.37 1 3.99 4.18 4.16 0.13 5,709
4

3.90 03.75 , 3.88 3.92 0.15 5,709

. 3.55 3.6d ' 376, 3,85 5,731.

3.72 3.75_. 3.54 3.80 ' 4230 5' 709

3.96 34.8 3.32 ,;73 (4. 6.69 5,709 O

,

3.60 3.67 3.53 3.49 b:77 5,642

3.76 3.06 3.03 3.23 4.29 5,642

1.93c 2.23 02.23 2.36 1.10, 5,642

1.83 %2.35 2.09 2.16 5,642 .

4.7\ .Scale: .5 very great
4 great
3 little
2 very little
1 not at all

the significtint difference among status, groups kexisted etween Principals of
3 Schools and teachers of Class 1 schools. No signs ' cant differences among
groups existed. Fof music the means of both Principals Class 2 and 3
Principals Class 4, 5 and 6 Schools, while not significantly different from

were significantly different from the mean of Teachers Class 1 Schools.

7
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The relatively tow Clats 1 school teacher mean ,which indicates less need for assistance
is perhaps directly related to the amount of existing within-School ,support. The higher
needs of principals of sctools other than Class 1 for music, with a similar trend for art,
'suggests a heightened awareness of problems in these two areas where alternative
specialist support is not 'readily available.

f
In the special area it was only in the.case of advisory as stance in library4hat

significant differences, o cUrred. Again Principals, of Class 4, 5 nd 6 schools rated
their need for assistan as significantly greater than teachers o Class j schools. Here
the order of importen e among Status groups is important. r princrpalt the order of
importance is inverse! related to size of schools. small scho principals decjare a
greater 'need for assist nce than do the larger 'school principal in interpreting these
data, it is important that account be taken of the 'Teacher rerians in large schools as
additional sources of support.; Practically all Class 1 schpols t the time of the survey
had Teacher Libraria s and some, Class 2 schools were also i this position. The need
for support for the arger schools was met tr*efore by an ditional,alternative. Low
teacher needs are n, doubt a function of the schdol organ, tional basis' of library
service. In smaller hools Itie only service available' is thro gh advisory teachers, hence
the increase in per ptions of importance.

The interestin feature of these results is that the sign ficance of diffFence was. due
only to the range etween highest and lowest means.' Not oo- much importance should
be attached to th particular significances of difference acr ss a relatively narrow range
of mean diffepnc s. What is more importast is that bn e whole, qhere was a high
degree consens s among the status groups, in their rat; s of importance, for the
various reas in which advisqry support was- available. Th s if setting 'pribiities on the
basis of the declared views of schools personnel the ordef shown in Table '4 is a useful..<
guide.

0,
.

'Nhereas the ratings schobl personnel' gave to the relative iknportance ,of advice in the
various areas is one guide for assessing needs' and priorities, this information, is probably
,better interpreted in conjungtion with- the amount o? service being Off,ered, number of
visits, preferred, the way, in which visits are organised, the duration of visits and the
overall view of how satisfactory ,previouS experience's have been. <

.

Amount of Sehrice
z'

'Inforrhation was obtained 'horn' sChool ,personhel on the number of visits 'received
,per year from advisory teachers in each of, the areas. They were also asked to indidate,
for each area th'enuinber .o visits they would prefer, to receive. These -

. "resqltit together with :a discrepancy score, are summarized, in Table E The qiscrdotcy
score was obtained by subtracting the number . received from the number
dec)ared

wads

.A disCrepancy score jof zero would indicate that preferences are
,beigg p'rfectItisfied. A posj ,rve rePancy indicates a deficiency. .

.

kJ
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Table 5. Summary of Advisory 'Teacher Service: ,received pieferr-ed and discrepancy eans

Language Arts'

Mathematics

Social Studies ,

Music

Art

Subject Areas

-

\

Mean ,
Visits
Received

.72 '

.59

.50

156 *

.58

Special Areas tt
.

AUdiOrVisuel ., ,' .0Z

Mean Mean
_Visits Discrepancy
Preferred (Preferred Received

No. of

2.01 1.29

1.83 . 1.24

1.77 :1.27

1.63 1.07 ,

1:60 1..02 ,.

-. fa
- .,.-. .

1.1/i ". 1.16; :

Library .37 1.05 . .68

* Aboriginal Education .05 ; ,,. .42 / .33975child Migrant Education -, .003 ' .40 :

.-

7 .
, ,

s '
I -This figure might not be reliable due to .confusion by schoot peisonnel in four regions, between advisory teachers

j9 music and teachers of music. o
. . ,

...., ,' 1 -.. .
.t.

I
.

is

.. .. : '
tt is clear from Table 5 that positive discrepancies exist for all areas. The. .

[..
greatest 'needs are clearly for:the subject elves'. language arts, social studies and ..

nthemitics in that order. A slightly, less need for more frequent visits thpn already
received is in the syllabus areas music and art. ._ 1 .* ,

. . . N,, ,
As. as the subject areas are concerned the order ef, pt!ere,.. nces forisils seems. to

. be more closely related to the syllabus suggestions regarding su ject area time allocation
i " th to recency ckf syllabuS 4hange. When the special 'areas are examined, teachers'

p ferences for visits. are in all cases consistently lower than for the subject areas. 'The
"" ' r tively 'high discrpancy of 1.16 for audio-visual and that of 0.68 for library as

-..... s *al larieas are of .interest. Pie loW-,discrepancy scores for child and migrant . ._

ucatioO and for aboriginal education are no doubt influenced by the relatively small'
°Portion of teachers with GUO -specific probledhs. It s,hould be noted ,however that;

i tJe prefei:red 'mean of 0.42 for aboriginal education is approximately a times greatei-,
an the mean of the amount f service received. In ele case of child and migrant
ucation the comparable tigur is nearer' .to 133 times greater. Thus although..these

s _ areas of assistance woid, of be required equally, by all teachers the 'needs Of those
iatively,few affected are obvi usly not being met. Only relatively few additional t -

upport personnel would probe ly be adeqqte 'to .meet demands.' The nature of needs
.these areas might well be f rt her investigfted to ascertain the most .appropriate

orms of -support.

It is of interest 0 note. that the advisory teachers' average preferences fOr visits
; i

,

Or year was 3.89. This was .considerably greater than, that declared t y schesol

s personnel. By far the greatesit majority (-92.6ik) preferred to make 3 or more, visits
per annum.

I

1
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Regional Inequalities for advisory services mceived4
A

The results in the previous sectir ',give an indication of overall priorities. There
are in operation some systematic eftcts which might -affect the ways needs can, be
best satisfied. There are known regional inequalities with respect to the number of
advisory teachers available for servicing the various areas. Table Q shows the regional
distribution of advisory teachers in all but three subject areas at. the tinie the survey
was undertaken. The three areas excluded are thqse where, there are- extremely few
advisory teachers Or where an advisory' teacher, worked over one or more regions.

Table 6: Regional Distribution of advisory teachers

ft is clear That from a numerical point of. view, the, metropolitan regione are by
far the best serviced in terms of numbers of advisory teachers. This however might
well e be offset by the larger populalviion of school personnel irkthese regions. On the

. other ,hand the relatively large amount t f travelling involved in the more 'remote 'regions
might accentuate the problems for these regions.

,

- The best guide to regional disadvantage is the number of visits received pei?Iyear.
e regional, averages for the subject areas are shown in Table 7.

rms of numbers of advisory teachers. This however might
well e be offset by the larger populalviion of school personnel irkthese regions. On the

. other ,hand the relatively large amount t f travelling involved in the more 'remote 'regions
might accentuate the problems for these regions.

,

- The best guide to regional disadvantage is the number of visits received pei?Iyear.
e regional, averages for the subject areas are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: Average visits - received -in subject areas- by region

ect Area
.

---. :---

Language Arts
Mathematics.'
Art

.- Social Studies
Music ,:-.

Regional
. Totals

Adjusted
Totals

. .

. . '
. t / 4

_Grand
Mean

South
West
.

barling Wide;';. ads". Bris.
Downs Bay/ West North

.

Northern Bris.
South

Central
.

North
' West

F
8;750

:'s
4

..
v ..

.72 1.16 .97 ' .1.01 1.02 .64

'468
.46 .81 .33 :49 1Z.;0

:59' 1.24 .88 1.a7 .65 -.33 ..42 - .32 .39 14.09

-.58 .00 T.06 .8g. .36 . :66 .74 .31' .65, .00 16.70

50 1'37 .60 .17 .84 .51 .51 .40 .23 .00 18 17

.56 .11 1.37 2.4 0- .44 .32 .92 .41' .44 .00 8.60

'3.9Q.

.g
4.88 5,65 , 3.31- 2.82 2.06 2.35 1.97 .88

3.79 .3.51 3.14' 2.87 2.50 2104 1.94 1.53 .88

" Significant at .0001 level -
1 '

* 6 Significant at 001 leirel ^

,. K. . .

As mentioned 'previously the figures for music may not be reliable. The Wide Bay mea\,
0.141 is extremely large Considering there was no advisory teacher in that region. Howevd- ,
there were in that region two teachers of music who on a regular basis teach the

. subject in a,number of school's. For some teachers the number of visits made might
1

. ,

...- . have, been as high assthirty-six. 1.9 addition there were teachers of music in the mai:them.
-am) central regions. The adjusted regional total excludes music and is the )nore reliable
guide

1 "P
to servic- received.

.

4
.

0

. Significant regional differences for all subject areas-exist.',An examination of the
adjusted total regional averages' (bottom row of,le 7) for the visits, irrespective of
subject areas and excluding music indicates that p metropOlitan'tegions, on the basis of

-,
average service per school persopnel, are not as well serviced as South West, Darling Downs

.
. orWide Bay {. The least well serviced regions are Ce9tral and North West.

__

. , . ,

.. Signif,iant regional differences exist also with respect to special areas as is seen in,_
Table 8. .

\

I I
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Table 8: Average visas received in stiedial areas by region
. i

-44

'Special Areas Giand . Regional Averages
A F

Means South Central North Northern Wide 'Darling Bris. Bris Bris .,8,750' West West 'Bay Owls West Nth South... ,

Library
Aboriginal

Education
Audio- ,

Visual
Migrant .

Educatidn

, Regional
) Totals

. N.. *
.37. -,-,, 1.31 . .53 .57 .36 .57 '' :43 .2Q .21 .16 :10.92 "

. . **
.05-- .08r .01 , .17 .... .94 .02 .06 ' 3.46. ,

0.

.02 .. .95 , .002 .../ .09 .02 .02 3.60
, . .

.003 .03, 1.62
. , ....

D ..0

1.36 .61 .
A
58

. . .57 . .51 .7.47 .37 ,25. ,25 :'

'I Significant at .001 level

The least well serviced regions in special areas were, metropolitan. 'It should be
noted also the 'comparatively high level of service in the library area as 'opposed
to the other 'three special areas masks some effectsZ-

.
_

,
. .

= t
The clear numerical advantage of the metropolitan regions in all aren,w' ith, respect-

to the number of advisory teachers in these regions is lost when consider-611m it given
to contacts, made; At the time the survey was macle the least well serviced regions were
the. Northern, , Central and NOrth-West. -The Central, North-West and 5optil-West Yegions-. -
were serviced in very, few- areas. ...1 ,, ---"k-...- .

.,
: - . 1 , '. / 4

. .. , , f. 1

, .

Preferred Nu'mber of Visits ,

, ' - .,,
. ,

r .- - 4 i . i

In the previous section there was evidence that hi all.subject areas preferences for
., ,

Visits exceeded , the number received. There is evidence therefoN", of a need for 6

additional service and .the, order of priorities,' for each area 'of service has .been4
., .

. " -
..,,, ,

indicated.
-

. 7 .
.. . .

4. .

When preferences areoomined both region and status might play "a ,Systematic
role in influencing the declared "preferences of school personnel.:: Differences among . ,

regions would indicate whether or not pre,z(ibus levell of, service are a factor. irk
demands, 'While status differertces.vvould indicate whether or not" some teVels of 1,*,
the hierarchy prefer more or Jess seryice in the vardoos*.areas than glo-other' levels.

. ., .

Table 9 shows meant:preferred .number Of visits 'for each of ``the five subject areas
for each of the regions a5d for each status level. , . ..,-, .

, -, ',..7.

4.4 -
,-. ,,

ti

`.1

12

I

'
1
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Table 9: Mean preferred number of visits by ,region and statwlevei.

Factor

4 II

Langu'age Arts

Subject Area 1

Mathematics "Social Studies , Music . Art
-.

,

',

c
Region:

Bripiane No;th ,.

Brisbane South % ,

Brisbane West

Centr,al

Darling Downs
Northern I

' North 1.4e.kt_.;
SoUth West Ar
Wide Bay

.
,,

"JSIatus: , -
.Principal, Class .1

Principal, Class 2,3
Principal, Class 4,5,6
Deputy- Nil ntipal,
-Senior St,,aff . ,

T actiers plass 1 ,,''
eachersq.ass 2;3,4 ''.. .,,

' Grand MOn ' 1 ,

1.68

1;88

1.90

2..13

2.68

2.04
2.75

2.

2.30
,! 2.,18

1.61

'1.63
1.47
,1.47 *

. 1.65'

2.01

*
,1.3

, .1.77
1.70

1.63.
.' 1.92

1.7.9

... , '2.75
2.30
2.38

2.1
g.27

. ,1.74; -

''' 1.69 si
1.66 ,

0..,e1.68 t'
1'1.96

"
.4 1:-83.-.

-,

,

_
.

'

.

1.57
1.63

1.45
1.130

2.07'

1.92

2.21

2.09
2.08

2.18
2.29'
1.72

1.712:

1.61
1.81

1.87

1.7.7 ..

0.98 1.43 '
1.07 1,41'

1.17 1-.28

1.28 .1.54
2:.14 '' 2.04
2.08 1.79 .'
2.17 2.07

1.64 ., 1.54'.
3.98 :2.01 .7.

2.24 2.30
2.79 2.18-

2425 1.61

1.85,, 1,63 .

1.92 -4.47v
1.02_ 1:47''
1199:s -1.65

'1.63r 160 ,
-

.

. ' ' , . ' . , '
. . ,

, ,

' . %-. ,--;

4:able 10 shows.'the resifts of signifi:atIce tests on rriean,preferredsvisits ,for, both
.° status and' region. -

, . , 4

. . , ..

),..,.. 1 , ..
,

4

Table :TO; T Is fcr mean differences in preferred number of visits by;region
and'status le el, P: , 14 0

. z, ' . "# I,. ! .' I> , 4 . . I
t '

at i
'C.. C

, u l' ,,
Effect ' df , 5.

9,113k6t Area
4 i A ..

.r.

+ Language Arts Mathematics -BoCiai Studies ' ,Music '- 'Art : ., '' I

F Prob. - F. ?,rob. F Prob F Prob , F Prob.

Main Effects/ . , ' . .: ' . ,

'Region i, 8 .' 3.64 0.001 , 3,89 '0.001 ; 3.51 0.004 t. 5:56 40.00.f 4.78 " 0.601
;

-, Staiu; '' -5 1.4q 0.197 1.33 0.248 1.98 ,0.078 2.07 0,466 2.17 0.055 $4.
2 -..

rtnteraction -II - :- a

Stays and Region 39 1.28 0.12 1.26 0.136" 1.20 ; 0.182 0.6.2 0.999' 1:62 ,0.019..
..,

'

'

a.

k ,
, 2.

For language arts, mathematics, social studies and music only regional differences
were significant: An examination of Table 9;indicates a ,clear trend foi' .the non-
metropolitan regions to prefer, ,signilicantly more service thah metropolitan even at.kwing
for status differences within ,regions. A likely explanation is that iry'remote regiohs there
q a larger proportion prl* experienced teachers and a lack of alternative support.
services. It seems therefore that priorities should IA given to increasing services in

13
0

'.
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,

.
remote regions rather than
and the proportion of larger

., .,..
. , 4,

tensifying service in the regions where teacher numbers .

4

schools were greater.

The subject area art ex ibits an ,interesting response pattern. Here the region-
status interaction term was, si nificant. This means .that not only were there differences
among both region and statu levels but that also within status levels, regional preferences
differed. .This is shown in F gure 1 which presents graphi ally thar means 'shown in -

Tabfia- 11.

Table 11: SVius Gr9.up Me for- Visits Preferred in Art by Regions

RegiOn

,,Brisbane North
Brisbane South
Brisbane West

Central .4

Darling DTwnsf
Northern

.. Iftorth- West

Sptith West
Wide Bay
Status Gr6u p

Means

Princ
Class 1

-1.59

1.52- 1.8b
200 1.50

1.90 . 2.31

200 2.90 .

4.50 235
6.00 3.00

3.00 1,71

5.33 2.53

230 " 2)8

Pri'hc
Class .2,

Status Groups.

Princ .
3 Class. 4,5,6

From Figure 1 it can be
extremely high declared prger
and Northern regions cornpsr
,seems :therefore that principals
differe"nt from the peraived n

4 relatively small, weighted numb
tortion.:

. 4

Ordanigation

1.23

1.18

2.208

1.33

'2.00
1.0G

2.54

1,61

Dep.,Princ.
Senior-Staff

Teachers " Teachers
Class 1. glass 1

138 1.25 1,66

1,52 1.43 1:39

1,121 t.22 1,35

1'.1Q' 1.21 1.75

1.60 -1.46 2.36

' 3.33 1.76 1,74

2.00 ?00
3.00 2.33 1.36

3.00 a5o 1.57

1.47 1.65

r 0,79
2:07

Regional

Means "Pi
/041-;..

1,43.1

1.41

1;2,8
1.54

2.04

1.54

iot .

1.60
t

seep that the significant interaction is associated with' the
nces by class 1 principals in the North West, Wide Say,
yviIh the general trend for all other status grows. It

in" these regions see a 'need which is substantially
ed of all, other status grsiups in all other ftegions.'H.,owever,
rs, with this status 9003 might account for some dis-

Qufstions concerning organ
,way visits were organised and
received. two ,or moce visits4w
also excluded qeca4Se group d
individuals includes 'discussion

i.

or.

sation of visits were asked. These dealt With both
references for organisation. Only ,those teachers who

t1 e
had

e included. Teachers from one teacher' schools, were
scussion is impossible and by definitiorj diScussion' with
with the Staff as a'lwhOle, ",

i
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-FIGURE I:, Interaction between Region and Status for preferred Visiti Art
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The responses of scutlool personnel-to both how visits were organised and .how they
would prefer the organisation to' take place are shown in Table 12. Responses were made
on a three -point scale where "never" was scdred 1, "seldom" 2 and "frequently" 3.
Amongst status groups, teachers and principals in Class 2 and 3 schools repor,ted.a
significantly higher incidenceof discussion with individual staff, than did teachers in Cla4.1
schools. This appears to be directly related to school size and organisation'.

Table 12: Organisation of Visits - School .Pet'sonnel

Discussion with Preference Pi'esent Practice

individuals 2.81 2.45 "
0

small groups 2.69 , 2.30

whole staff 2. 1.63

Despite the, discreplancies, preferences appear to reflect pr,actice. While 5E7 per cent
claimed that their stated preferences .for visit prgahisation would be disruptive to a great
or very great extent, 82.7 "per cent of school personnel declared disruptiqn occurring from
their stated' preferences would be little or very little. It appears that adOntages associated
with visits, organised along preferred lines, would on the whole outweigh disruption to
school routine. -

.

The preferences of 'schoolpersonnel for duration of visits is shown- in Table 13. .

Table 13: Preferred duration of visits '2. school personnel (percentages)
olP

Status
Gl'ouP

Duratibn.

BelOw Half Hou'r Half to One Hour Between .1 Hour and Above Half Day
Half Day A.%

Priricipail, Class 4

Principal,' Class 2,3
Priribip,al, Class .4,5,6

10.2 r 6

.4.0 ',-jr 11.9

,"1.8

1
10.3

22.3,

4 23.8

.t Deputy Principal
. Senior Staff

l
w

, Teachers, Class 1' 2.

Teachers, Class 2,3 4.3

Overall 114 "
414

;
a

,

Aw

,

18.6\.
- -14.9'

44.6
4,, :

46.6

42.3

64.4
'49.3

Th57.4 1..'

20.3
31.7

30.5

_Overall there,is a clear ;1reference for dre duration of 'visits to be b9tween. one hour and
----, :: / A

halfia day. Only 27.2X, Preferred a duration of one hour or less. However a general 'tendency
for princip Is to"prefer a longer duration than teachers is of interest as Is the tendency for
teachers in ss 1 schools to prefer slightly less time than teachers in the smaller schools.
Overall some 2.8% of teachers preferred Visits to last longer than one hour and some 30.5%
prefertred visi s to exceed half a day in duration. Informatioo concerning both preferred
duration and preferred number of visits provides some guide to staffing levels 1f the prefer-
ences.of school personnel for tmount of tery.ice are to be-met.

21
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Percentages agreeing that th2i stated preferences for the duration of visits applied to
all areas are shoWn in Table 14.

\ Table 14: .Extent Preferred Dur tion Should be Applied% to all Areas
. .

Status Yes NQ

Principals, Clast 1 ,

iiri9cipali, Class 2, 3

0 77.9
72.

22.1

'27.8
Principals, as 4,5 & 6 66. 34.0
Deputy Principals 85.2 14.8
Teachers ' Class 1 64.6 35.4
Teachers Class 2,.3, & 4 .'6.5.4 34.6.

On the whole it woul seem that for each status group the majoritY agree that
preferenceishould apply all areas. However sufficiently large percentages, in all
groups disagree which, su gest' that for many preferred'duration is related to particular

(needs. ,

. Advisory teachers also were asked how their visits were organiod-/and how they
pould prefer the orgarlisation to take place. Flbsponses were again made on a three

scale which was the same used for school -'ersonnel. In this scale "never' was
scored 1"; "seldom" 2 and "frequently" 3.

. Tabl)' 15:. 40rganisatiori of -Advisory. Teachers _

I 'Preference

Discussion with
individuals
small groups ,

whole staff

2.85
2.86

'2.04

Present Practice

2.76
2.67

1.72

, . .. &, . . :,.. .
Advisory teachers. perceived .mere time speht during advisory, visits in discussi9n with

individuals aricLiThall grow than did school personnel. Their rank orders of prtsent
,practices were consistent, ipwever. , It is interesting that advisory, teachers preferred

equally discutsion with In t 'Vidual,
n -In s

and small groups of teachers, while school personnel
had slightly 16sspMetenc for diseussidmall. groups, than for individual consultation..

-

.

The advisory teachers preferred duration of visit afe shown in Table .16.
4, .... ,

/Table 16: Duration of Visits.,- Advisory Teachers ' ' -- ,,..-

Duration
:

. Frequency Percent

Less than half an hour 41"-

Hall to onebowr,
bile hour affd.Rif a day.

More than half a day* .

r

*I

3.7
22.2
63.0 .

11:1

4 4

N
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The <filiation pattarh shown. in Table 16'
It Would Seem (that with. respect to both orga

`, pieferences of, ,advisory teachers ane in general
. .' .

Pre- ahCryosi-Visit Activity

43,

closely follostis that of schodl personnel.
nisation and duration' the declared
accord with ,.those of school personnel..

- ",

4

i . .

SphoOl. personnel were questioned on the extent of planning prior to advisory visits
the assistance they required and thefrequerfeyokith which. they sought follow;up assist-
ance. The uefulness.of advice given for improving teaching was also, rated by school

' persohnel. , 'I:..
,

. . , . ..

.0 Thd frequericy of.yrioriAkanning by the status groups is sh wn in Table 17.

;fable 17: Planning Prior to Visit (DistributiOn in Percentages

Never Seldom Frequently Very Frequently

Principali Class 1

Principal, Class 2,3
Principal, Class 4,5,6
Deputy Principal, Senior Staff
Teachers Class 61

Teachers Class, t2,3

Means

-
Ds3.

3.1

20.5
13.2

14.8

°.

28.1

22.2
14.5

20.0
29.§

.

t,

47.4
66.7
61:8
61.5
38.6
47.8
25.8 .

24.5:
10.1

"20.0
'15.4

11.4

7.4

10.0

.
. Overall, 35.8 per cent Of school personnel stated that they planned frequently to

very frequently the assistance they would require prior td...an advisory visit. However
teachers in all classes of 'schools declared that they planned considerably less frequently
than all other groups. Silte invitations for visits .come from 'principals and not teachers
this. might well be related_ to advance notice of ,information. It will be remernbefethat
no differencet existed among status groups for prefth- ed dumber orvisits.

'
de

.

The frequency with which status groups' seek assi gnu following' an adviiory visit
is shown in Table 18. The distribution is similar to th t on the 'phvioirs questitm with
principals of all schools statiN they seek follow-up assi nee slightly, mbre than ;teachers
do. On the whole, 86 per cent of school personnel. seek little or no follow:bp .assistance.

Table 18: Frequency Seed Follow-Up Assistance (Distribttti in Percentages)

-.A1

0,-

Frequency .. Never Seldom Frequently
v

.

A.1,41.-FiviCientlrf.
.,

Principal, Class 1

Principal, Class 2,3 -

Principal, a:s., ,5,6 :
Deputy Principal, Senior Staff
Teachers Class 1
Teachers Class 2,3,4
Means

, -, -'

'

12.7
16(3
7.1

16.4
45.5
35.3
36.4

-

-

58.2
51.5
67.9

, 62.7
44.7
52:2 ,

50.31

*$ 23.
\

36.1
1.9.6
20.9 .

. 9.1
12.5

5.5
2.1
5.4
0.0
118

0.0
0.7

-14
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Table 19 shows how frequently ,schodl personnel find the advice given by advisory
teachers useful in. iinprbving their teaching. .'

.,
Table 19. Frequency. advice improves, teaching (distribution in percentages)ii . .

ro

Nevelri Seldom °Frequerttly ery frequently

Principal, Class 1 0.0 17.5 88.5 14.0

Principal, Class 2,3!.. 0.0 8.4: 77.4 14.0

Principal, Class 4,5,6 '0.0 1.13 76:8 /1.4 ,'""..
1.

pleput'y krincipal, Senior Staff 1.6 18.8 60.8 t8.8
Tekhetsi, 'Clas; 1 9.43 17.4 59.(. 22.0

Teachers, Class 2,3,4 , " 29.8 59. 19.2

ns r
ro

0.7 17.9 61.2 20.2
r

Clearly, school personnel are satisfied with the advice given by Ad isory Teachers ,iii
thresponse to their problems. Therefore, the low 'amount of follow-up a istance sought by

school personnel might well indicate general satisfaction with tlie results of advisory
service. rather than lack of satisfaction with assistance provided.

, .

It is of interest however, that some 55.6% of advisory teachers declared that their,.
follow-up assistance was sought frequently and 44.4% declared that it was seldom sought.
No clear reason 'for this can, be foupd in the data.

Type 'of° Assistance Sought

Priorities' for .essisiance in the 'various areas were examined in an, earlier section. In
this section the nature of assistance sought is exediined. Eight kinds of assistante were
rated in terms of how important' they were seen to be by school personnel. The scale.

1 used was "very great" 5, "great" 4, "little ". 3, "very little" 2, and "not at all"' 1.
eight items were: curriculum interpretation, planning teaching programs, demonstration

.. vice on teaching\ methods and tvchniques,4 advice on resource utilisation, vice on
,o .., isational or adrutnistrative matters, problem identification and redefinitio problem
so v! !, ands general 'discussion. / , -

.
.P;

For personnel where there had been no Actual contact with the advisory
it. is postible that thq ratings, would be made without a consideration of p
constraints concerning type and amount of help which could be given
time. For this reaso a criterion. of two or more visits, not necessarily in
subject area, was used as, a basis for solicjtmg Oformation from school per
matters pertaining to this section_ of the results.

teachers
ctical
t any one
the same
nnel on

In an issue of this kinds regional !differences are of no . consequence but 'status
. differences certainly are likely.,to be.:4mportant. Table 20 shows the means for

each status group for each activity tdgether with, tests of sigrlificance of difference
for all groups on each activity., cs

. , o.

19 ,
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Table 20:

1

i

I -
1

.
,

Impottance of areas of-assistance for each 'status level.:
. , .

11
,

4.4

I

Area of Assistance

.

1.. Curriculum
Interpretation _

. Planning Teaching
Programs

& *
Grand

Principal Principal Principal Deputy, Princ. Tchrs TchrsMeans
Class 1 Class 2,3 Class 4,5,6 Senior Staff Class 1 Class

3-4
-

3.63 3.71 3.78 3,48 3.82 3.72 1.55 . 0Y73

3.72 3.83 3.72 3.54 .3.65 3.84' 3.64 1.10

3. Demonstrating/Advising
Teaching Techniques .3.91 4.20 3188 3.66 3.75
Methods

4. Advising on Resource , t

..,

'Utilizatioc 3.89 4.03 3117 3.79 . .4.05 3.78 1.79` I

°

5. Advising Organ/
Admin. Matters . .2.66'7 2.78 2.66 .62 2.-7-7. 2.55 .1.08

1,

w .'
6. Problem idenWication

1 3.10 3.07 _3. 3 3.04 3.00 3.50 ' 2.94 2.64) - .. --t1and Redelinition
. A i

7. Problem ving 3.23 3.14 3. 5 , ,3.36. 3.16, 3.35 3.13 0.10 .. ,,.,.. .. ,q,

8. General D scussion., --- 3.90 3..64
,, i

3.50 3.44 0.42
.1. .: o, ..,-

...-

"
' .. 1,'

. 1
^ ...

f .1 ,

.. f

Scale:- 5 very great
It

i
3' little_
44reat .

1

, 2 very lee
1

. ./ 4 1 not at all

4.02 3.85 1.15

The most important feature 'of these results was that o signifidant group o
differences existect for any of the 8 ,kinds .of assistance. is indicates a very high
level of consensus" among the .groups about the importance of each particular activity.

. .

When the assistance activities were ranked in order of mean ratings 'from high to
low and significance tests employed , between each pair of means, it was found that
significant differences; existed between many _of the pairs. This provides grounds fOr
'imposing orders, of importance for significantly different means. Table 21 shows. the
results of these of' significance . ,c

,

-

,41

. . ...

V
I

20
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Table 21. Importance of areas of assistance: tests Of difference between all pairs of means

Mean Differences
Area of assistance

Mean 3 2 1

3. ,Detnstrating or advising
on teaching methods and 3.91
techniques

tP,
8. General Discussion0 3.90

-

4, Advising on resource
utilization

2. Planning teaching programs '

1. Curriculum interpretation

7. Problem sOlvir1.,

6 5

* ,

.01. .02 .

.

.01 .18 .27 .67

3.89 *.

3.63

3.23

V 6. Problem identification and
' '`.' redefinition 9'' 3.10

'. Advising on organisational -
. , and administrative,matters 2.66

1. ,..,,

; " Significant at .05 level:

* * * * *- .17 .26 .66 .79 1.23;

,62 1.06'

:-c ;6:
*

53 .97'

.13 .57

.44.

.
; t*

A ,e

F

The activities:not. significantly different from each other Were ,;grouped together and
given a nirme deseriptive of what higher order variable the koup of items seems to
measure. A very interesting structure emerged. The .four, areas are shown in Table 22..
An aggregated mean was calculated; , .

Table' 22: Areas of- .Assistance: grouping of rigida! Items

a

.

Description
r

General Mean Areas of Assistance, . Item Means'

1. Practical °Teaching 3.90 Demonstrating or advising on teaching ,
3.91

methods and techniques
4, , 4,4

t
General discussion' 3.90'. , . ,

o " 1k.'r- 1 -
, ' Advising an resourct,,titilization 3.89 ..,

. . ,:. .
, .

, , ,
00

.
,

2. Curriculum Issues ' 3.68 , 'Planning teaching Probrams 3.72 ,,,,, . 4.,.
. 1.. Curriculum' interpretation' ° *3:63 ,

i .

3.17 Problem solving . 3.23
$

Problem ide.ntification and redefinition, 3:10,
I

2.66 Advising on organisational and administrative 2.66
matters . - 4

'

3. Proble

.

4. ,Organisational and
administratiool matters

No.

21
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Clearly 'advisory..teachezactivitie diredted at practical teaching matters were seen to be
of greatest importance-. significan y Lets importahce were activities related to such
cyrricutar_ issues as interpretation and planning the teaching program. Problem solvipg
activities Were_seen as third in importance with assistance in Organisational and
administrationMatters being of little -ilivortance at all.

. - , .
. .

Given the high level of cohsensut among all groups and the clear-cut. order in which
the various activities were grouped, a high degree of confidence can be pliced in the
interpretation that school peisonnel see the relative importance areas of assistance in the order
s n in Table 22. In selecting and, preparing ,advisoryteachers for primary school...sail:ice ,

it wo seem that greatest emprtasis should be placed o
w

n pfactical teaching, matters and
curriculum ues. Considerably less emphasis it would seem needs to be placed on problerri
solving activities and organisational and administrative matters. This pattern reflects the
views of school persdhnel in terms of what they feel Would best satisfy their collective
needs. ,

, .

, .. ,, .

-
-. .

1
.

.
..

.
Table 23: Importance of areas of assistance advisory teachers.

, f'

/
Area of Assistance

m.
I

me
7

r
ating of aavlsjng in --teacitinei
and techniques

Ad iSing On resourctilization-

purriLllUm interpfliation

Phoning teaching programs '
.t

General Disctission
*;

Problem Solving

Problem identification .and
: .

. Advising, on organizational- or administrative matters
.

2 Mean
c. -

SD.

. 4-.59

4.55

. 4.4

4. ?6
4

4.07

' 3.74

3.74

3.29
e

)

0.50

0.51

0.57

0.76

0.78

.9.198

r1.0.2 .-
1.20

-.

.

. The me,anratins of advisory ieachers for:, trItimportarice of each Inf the areas of1-- .

assistance is shovvri in Table 23. The order Is' almost. the sme. it _that "'obtained, f,Kort?
ratings of school persocinel. Ths, orlly difference is that adiiisory. teacher's give ..

i,d ewhat more emphasis to the im#rtance df all activities and eank% curriculum inter-
pret ion higher than do schoolpersOnnel, SbmeWhat less- importande,is attached to .

,gepera discussion. On the whole thdirgh, it Would seem, from these data that r
_advisory teachers, are sensitive to the p,rioritie; for assistance tibeared by school personnel. ,

1 --;
., , , : 4 ., "' i, , , I '', ' '"',..t.....,t

:' ..--,titre spent receiving various kinds of assistance .
,

. . .
The ,schbol personnel who had received twoor more advisory visits were. asked, t6

assess the 'relative prOportion of tithe spent on the various activity areas. '''Any dis-
crepancies of rank-order of importance would indicate the way in 'which actual practice
*was seen_ by teachers tdcleviate from what they saw to be ideal.

2 7
22
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As .was the case when areas were rated for importance,, no group differences existed
among the groups in the mean ratings for .proportion .of time spent.,

Table 24. Ratings of percenutia'ge time 'spent on areas of assistance - school personnel

Time Spent On

Status
Group Principal
Grand Class 1

Mean

Status Group Mean

Principal Principal Dep. Pr. Tchrs Tchrs F

Class 2,3 Class 4,5,6 Sen. Staff Class 1 Class 5,554

1. Curriculum Interp4ret-
ation and Planning
Teac'hing Programs ,

2. Demonstratirig/AdOising
on naching Methods,

'techniques and Resource
Utilization

Advising on Organisational
and Administrative Matters

4. Problem Identificatibn
Redefirrition and Solving

General Discussion

6. Other

23.60 23.84 21.28 18.; 6 25.21 26.1.1 22.40 1.534

32.29 32.26 28.53 34.45 31.85 29.06 35.10 1.428

6.34 5.21 7.32 7.24 5.96 6.65 6.04 . 0.336 ,

10.33 6.88. 9.14 9.41 8.19 10.28 9.99 0.584

25.81 30.89 30.60 28.41 27;57 26.40 24.81 .377

1.62 .92 2.73 1.73 1.22. 1.49' 1.66 .159 ,

Approximately 3Q percent of the time was. spent on demonstrating and advising
on teaching methods, techniques and resource utilization. Slightly less time was devoted
towneral discussion and less again, to curriculum interpretation and planning teaching
prbgrams. Very little Jime was devoted to problem identification, redefinition and
problem solving and even less time was devoted to organisational or administrational
matters. Thevery low rating which the category "other" attracted indicates that on-the
whole those rating the item regarded the given categories as su icient for accounting for
the way time was spent. t

.. :
These tesults. are of considerable interest in identifying how the school personnel see

advisory .services. The ratings ,suggest that by far the greatest emphasis is placed on the
ptactical issues. This seems to be in cjose accdrd with declared needs. Whit is'surprising
is that . re s-leacherY rating of the importance of problefn solving (Table' 22). was row
(mean 3. 2), the, proportion of time spent .o-n the area was even,loAkr still. Perhaps

relativel ins fficierii attention is given to this area. On the other hand the amount .of
prior kpia an in g might be insufficient for 'clear and specific problem solving activity to occur.
The,fact that 50 *cent of teachers in dais 1 schools (Table 17) and nearly 45 bercent of
teachers in crass 2 and 3 schools (Table 17) decia ed that they seldom, it every,, undertook
planning prior to the visit might well accou or the disproportionately high level of non-
specific general discussion activity and the d proportionately low problem solving activity. /

I

Role' of Advisory Teachers %..
. ..,

, To obtain information on the advisory teacher's role seven. key tasks were identified,
These dealt with. keeping teachers up to date With changes, showing teachers:bow to use
materials, suggesting numerous ways of teaching, demonstrating the most appropriate
teaching methods, improving teachecs' morale, co-ordinating txpertise in the school, and
settirig, st'ndards. '

., 20' -
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Both thg s chool personnel and advisory teachers rated items dealing with these tasks
on the basis of the extent to whQh they agreed or disagreed that each task is performed
and secondly with whether the task ought to be performed. A four-point scald was used
in which "stroAly agree" was-given a value bf 4, "agree" 3, "disagree" 2, and "strongly.
disagree" was -§iven a value of 1).

Sin e the only validation'of the scale prior to admini tration consisted of a
panelli session with several ex advisory teachers and so hool personnel, the 14 role
items re submitted to a principal components analysis to ascertain what underlying
variab s were being measured..

Results of this valliatlon analysis are shoyvn in Appendix 2. TWo !early inter-
pretable factors emerged. Those' items commencing with the word does coalesced to
produce a measure dealing with the actual role while those commencing with the word
ought coalesced to produce a measure dealing wit the ideal role. Two items" dealing
with standard setting formed a separate dimension. Subsequent discussions with advisory
teachers, and an analysis of written comments on the questionnaires of both groups, lead
to the opinion that setting of standards is not very central to the role of the advisory
teacher at all. The view is that it is a more legitimate function of principals, partOularly
those in large schools, and of District Inspectors of schools. The raw mean ratings-2.06

' for the actual and 2.08 for the ideal both indicate very low agreements. -

An examination of the group means for, the ideal role items shoWn in Table 25
indicates that no significant differences among any of the status groups exist on the 6
items. That is, there is no evidence of a lack of consensus among the school personnel.
status groups regarding the things on which advisory, .teachers should ideally focus concern.

.4
Table 25/ Ideal advisory teacher role-- school personnel

Should Status
Group
Grand
Mean

Status Groiip Means

Principal Pr'hcipal Principal -Dep. Pr. Tchrs Tchrs
Class I Class 2,3 Class 4, Sen. Class 1 Cliss 2,3 5,554

5,6 Staff
Suggest ways of
`teaching

Show use of
materials
do-ordinate
expertise

Demonstrate most
.appropriate teaching'
methods
Improve morale
Help kegp abreast
of change

3.31 3.44 3.21

' 3.47 3.46 3.34 .

'2.73 2.68 2.62-

3.27 3.41 3.42

3.10 3.37 3.13

3.49 3 26

3.38 3.35 3.32 3.30 .241

3.57 3.43 .3.47 .367.
2.80 2.62 2.68. 2..76 .3'79

3.23 3,21 3.30 3.25 .511

3.23 3.22 3.11 3.07 ..628

3,54 ;'3.29 3.56 3.45 21057

> Scale: 4 strongly agree
- , 3 agree

2 disagree
1 'strongly disagree

24
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The extent to which school personnel perceiVe their ideal views of the advisory
teacher role to exist in p tice is indicated by the `means for the six actual role items.
These are shown in Table 26.

,
Table 26: 'Actual advisbry teacher role = schdol personnel

4

Does

Status
Group Principal Principal Principal Dep. Pr.
Grand Class 1 Class 2,3, Class 4, Sen. Staff
Mean . 5,6 ,.

Suggest ways of
teaching 2.63 2.76 2.89

Show use of
materials 2.86 2.88./ 4.06

Co-ordinate
expertise 2.09 2.14 2.29

Demonstrate
appropriate
teaching methods- 2.57 2.61 2.74

Improve morale 2.58 176 2.85

Help keep abreast
of change- - 2.97 3.03 3:01

Significant at .05 level
Significant at .001 level

2.79 2.79

3.14 -2.94

-1

2.45 2.29

,2.79 2.76

2.98 2.79

3.20 , 3.00

.

Teachers
Class

Teachers
Class 2,3,4

,

F
5,554 7.

z

2.69 2.63 .913

2113 2.87 1.971

1.99

f4c'

2.12 3.669

2.49. 2.59 1.567

2.61 4.604'

2.95' 2.96

, .Soale: 4 strongly agree. ,

3 agree
2 disagree
1 strongly disagree

- r . ..
Significant 'differences among status groups existed on two items. , Thewrt firsi.con6arned. .

between. the highest and lowest mean. The groups concerned w46princip Is of small ,

the coordination of peise, in the, Here. the source of differe e was only

schools and teachers_ in class 1 schools. It is of extreme. interest that for this item
teachers in large schools disagreed, that, in practice it was a feature' of the advisory teacher's

., role. The second item on which there were si'gnificant differences among s atus groups, _a,

concerned improving morale. Again De source of the significance of differe e was
between the two extreme means and again the grou concerned were prihci als of
small schools arid teachers in large schools. On bot these issues principals in small
schools and teachers in .large schools Isee the -role of The Advisory Teacher to' be quite
different. ' .

The magnitude 'of the 'means- for 'the items in e h set is regk.ded. as an 'index of
the strength to which raters endorseathat actiyity as ideally or actually pertaining to
the advisory teacher. High ideal means suggest that from the pefspective of 'school
personnel, the activity is highly legitimate whereas a low ideal mean suggests the 4
activity is not legitimate. Since, with perhaps the exception of the item dealing with
the coordination of expertise, none of the means indicated disagreement, it can be _

. concluded that school personnel endorse the activities. Differences among the
means merely indicate therefore the relative order wit _which the activities are viewed.

ns of current practice.
y is associated with a lo
legitimate activity is not

The actual means on the other. hand .indicate percep
could well be that a high ideal rating indicative of legiti
actual rating of practice. This would suggest that a hig

. being, given due attention.
26
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1n" Table 27 the meary ratings of- school personnel for bath setsof role items in
order of nlagnitude for the Ideal set are Shown. In addition the discrepancy betwee the

* corresponding actual and ideal..items is'also show; i
. Table 27: IdelOactual and discrepancy. role item- means school personnel

, '"1-11....

Item
r.

Ideal Actual Mean
.

i

Mean Mean . Discrepancy

Help keep up with changes that are occurring

Show 'or describe use of materials in schools

Suggest many ways of teaching

Demonstrate most apprtpriate teaching methods

prov.e.till*morale of, the teachers.
Coordinate expertise in schbols, ..1

3.49

3.47

.. 3.31

,,..3.27.
3.10

. .,
.2.73

2.97

2.86

2.61

2,57
.
258

209'

.

0.52

0.61

0'6

0,70

0.52

0.64

Thble' 27 shows a clear trend for all the actual role Means_ to lie below thoseof the
-ideal ?Ole means. SchOol persdnnel not only endorse each activity as legitimate but; .

indicate Abet in practice, more attention ought to be given to. these activities. Eurthei'more.
tip order or magnitude for the' means, of both ,gets is with one exception,' identical. In ..,

other words, the order of endOrsernent for legitimacy is almost identical with the extent to
that which is seen to occur in practice. '

)
. .9

. _. . ..
Comparab)e information 'to that obtained from school personnel was also obtained from...

advisory teacher's,who were _asked to rate the same set f" actual and ideal -items. A
positive discrepancy between 'actual .and ideal, would iriclicate that some Constraint existed,
'prejienting the ideal beingyattained. Zero discrepancy would indicate that the ideal was
being attained in practice. A negative discrepancy would indicate that in practice the
ideal was being'seen to be overly well ,attained. The ideal, actual and discrepancy means
obtairi0 from the advisory teacher ratings is shown in table 28. . . 1

, .,
Tabiti UP'. Ideal, actual and discrepancy role, item means advisoryteachers

. ,

Item . .

. '

ideal
Mean

-ktual
Mean

Mean
Discrepahcy

Help teachers kegp up with changes that are occurring 3.19 3.20

Show or desci4be'Use of materials in schools 3.04 3.59 0,55
Suggest many ways of teaching 3..04 .3.22 0.18
Improve the morale of teachersa 2.85 2.89 0.04
Demor15 trate most appropriate teaching methdds 2.70 2.92
Coordinate expertise in schooli k .48 '2.15 +0.13

It it of interest to note that the order of magnitude of the actual role means of the school
personnel coincides precisely with the Order of the, ideal role means for advisory teachers. This
precise coincidence of order Fetween the ratings by school personnel on the actual dimension and
that of advisory teachers on the ideal dimension is not surprising. It merely indicatesethatthe role
of the advisory teacher which school personnel perceive is precisely that which the adviiory teacher
holds to be an idea1,.and in fact are likely to project. Furthermore, with but one exception, the
same correspondence of order existed when the ideal role means of the school personnel are
compared with the ideal role means of the advisory teachers. Since the source of difference in rank
order in this particular instance relates only to the relative position of the,two items which deal with
'demonstration of teaching methods" and with "morale', the degree of coincidence in perceptions of .

the two groups for ideal role is high. This coincidence of order for ratings of ideal role is of some
interest. It suggets that both 'advisory xeachers and school personnel share similar beliefs about the
ideal role of members of the advisory teacher service.
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.. . .
.. The diitinct lads of coincidence in rank order for the comparison between' he ideal ratings of

school personneland,e actual:ratings of advisory teachers suggest's thatadvisory teachers think
they project a role,which is different 4rom the one which schhol personnel hold as thiideal."Thus
even though there is no evidence that advisory teachers.4,re%4re of this discrepancy, the fact that the
ideal of both groups,coincidences and the fact that the kleal role of advisory teachers seems p be the,

dai . one seen 1)9 school personnel, it ould seem that the expectations of both groups co be fulfilled. °

The source .of.pisrepancY is the a visoryteacher's view 9f their actual role. '' . .

,..
The discrepancyfrnight bee plained in terms of some constraining influencet encountered by

041.4%,,, ...
. mr advisory teachers in schools. It ight be due to some misconceptions by advisory teachers concerning

what role they actually play. owever, when the mean discrepancy scores of both groups ate examined
it would sdern that the most likely interpretation is that advisory teachers regard therole comOonehts
which livere included in the questionnaire is incomplete. Perhaps despite the strong gndorsement of all
rate items there are many others which if included, would provide a more adequatetiicture of how
advisory teachers view their role. Despite this problem concerning the advisory teachers, there is no
firm evidence that for schat personnel the items do not completely repiesent their views.

The discrepancies for school personnel viere consistently posrtiverwhereas all but one of
these for advisory teachers are consistalflyl tive. The school personnelislata indicates that in
practice legitimate functions are not being idgally led. The advisory teacher data suggests

. .
that, from their point of view, they are either fulfilling or more than fulfilling their role. There ,
were two items on which there was practically no discrepancy. These concerned helping teachers

. keep up with change and improving morale. The advisory teachers-responses suggest that they feel
they overfulfill their role when it comes to showing teachers how to use materials/demonstrating moss
appropriate teaching methods, and suggesting ways of teaching. Clearly the data suggests that the'
advisory teachers believe they are under - fulfilling their role when it comes to co-ordinating c&pertise
in the school. This is suppkrted by the very low actual mean of 1.99 obtained from the group
comprising teachers in larg schools. Apparently teachers in large schools also note that advisory .

teacher are not able,todo rnuch,regarding the co-or pination of expgtise in the school. The ----t

co- ordination feature might well be an organisational issue which can be overcome relative ease.
However attention needs to begivep to the information contained in the diSCrepancy data since it
suggests a need for reconciliation betWeen perceptions of u,nfulfilledodemand from school personnel
and an over concern, in terms of relative importance, with at least three crucial issues on the part of,
.advisory teachers. c, ; ,

%. ,
, Some s,upport forthe view that athrlsOry teachers regard their preferred role to L. different
from that endorsed by school personnel is to be found from their response to the item concern-
ing the extent to which they. would prefer to be engaged in other forms of teacher education
activities. The majority of advisory teacher respondents..(74 percent) strongly endorsed the
desirability of extending the, scope of their Ktivities. However even. though the evidence
suggests that advisory teachers feel less emphasis ought to be given to teaching, demonstrating
and advising on resource utilization and even though they strongly endorse the extension of
their activities, the school perspnnel data syggeststhat a. discrepancy exists.. It was noted in
the previous discussion of the/importance of various ac)ivities, that school personnel gave qyite

s .--,
strong endorsement to the importance Of the practical teaching aspeets. Furthermore in ---
response to the item which suggests advisory` teacheri would be of rrrore help employed as an .
in-service team conducting workshops and seminars than in schools the mean of 2.26

, . ,

represents relatively strong disagreelnent. . Cz

, .. , '. .

Precisely how the advisory teachers see ex.paris on of act*ities is not clear, nor is", ittlle: i '.

clear what other role tasks if any ,,yrould received strong endorsement. Seliool personnel, on the -
whole did dive a quite dear indication of the role they would prefer of the advisory teacher.
In addition the school personnel data gave consistent evidence that in practice the role adopted
on all dimensions was somewhat less than ideal. The discrepancy betweeh the. views of the
advisory teacher respondents arid school per,sonneLon the issue Of the relative importance Of
various activities and, on the issue. of role are .irriportlant since differences in expectations ,pf
personnel:" in a contultative setting is likely to.hihder progress, Certainly discussions With ;
advisory teachers might not only be helpful to them as a gradp but might also ,provide

4,

. ,
information and guidelines about changes which might be profitably made.

, , * ,.
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on to. Advisory Teacheri -.
, ... . i ,... .

.. ,. ',,...

The questioni)airrfor school personnel. containeci 6 items. designed to measure th,e way '.
school personnel 'react /to advisoryiteachers-. The respondents were required to rat? on a
scale ragging from '6W-strongly disagree, for (oar, strongly agree, items concerned with how
they felt about their' interaction with advisory teachers. ,

,
., 4.

. .
3,

, . ,I i'
4., Obe kind reaction would be seed in tIt'case,where the. adOilery' teacher is seen.$

, a tonsultadt, e to speak with some authority on a large number- of problem's' endountO.'ed
by school in onnel.ih i number of situations, but not seen.as an authority .f,igiare. ,The
kiride qf inter ction..which results mighti:be regacded as one of .co-operative consultation.
Another kind of reaction is where .the, advisory teacher is regarded as a data source able 16 46
prescribe specific CoRitions to all problems raised. The kind of interaction which results
would be .one where ,school personnel are adopting a passive role and expecting all problems

-

to be solved by directive counselling. A third reaction is where the advisory teacher is not
taken ,vacy .seriously. In this case, suggestions and advice would in largely ignored. The
opposite of this reaction would be characterized by the feelingat suggestions made, no
matter how appropriate they 'seem to be, muf) be tried. 7 .1011

: . .

I { 2r

Since the only validation of this scale prior to administration of the questionnaire
consisted of,a panelling session, the six reaction items were'-submitted to a principal
components analysis to ascertain if underlying dimensions being measured were in accord
with expectations. The results of this validation analysis are shown in Appendik 3. In fact
the items did-coalesce jn the predicted manner.

The raw item means and the combined mean for each. of the three
shown in Table 29. Only the grand mean for all status grotipS is shown
significant differences among any of the groups on any item. This mea
evidence that any particular group reacted differently from any .of the others. The means

, shown in Table 29 give, therefore, the best indication of the likely reactions of all school
personnel.

Table 29'1:Reactions to advisory teachers school personnel

roups of items are
ince there were ,no
that there was ho

til
'Factor Items

Raw ,..1 Raw Factor
- Item kfean Factor Mean Description

Free to accept. or reject advice given 3.31

Prefer if possible causes of a problein are
pointed out and number of possible
solutions. given.

Can work out answers together
advisory teachers

2 Advide 'is satisfactory only if a specific
sOution to problem is given

vA,th

.3

Advisory teachers should 'know answers
td: all' problems raised

Suggestions mist be \ tried

3.25'

2.85

2.20

1,95

Q.79

3.15 Co-operative
consultation

a

2.07 Directive
counselling

2.79

V,

C

Scale: 4 Artorigly agree .

3 agree
2 disagree.
I. strongly ciliagtee

0



lt, is seen that the sch personnel as a whole give quite strong endorsement to the
three gems which dearwith erative consultation. There was 'a much' lower endorsement
of the two items concerned wi irective counselling. It would seem therefdre that in the
main schoolpersoonel are likely to react to-advispry teachers in such a my that the.ensuing
interaction characterized by arelztively high degree of,co-operative consultation. It would
also. seem from moderately strong 'endorsement of the item concerning trying suggestions,
that advice given is likely to 'be taken seriously. .

'V

J

The way the advisory teachers go about their work is likely to be affected' by hoW they
4' , feel teachers .react to them. If what they believe to be the reaction of school personnel ,

differs greatly from their expectations, then there is aistrong possibility of tension and
distatisfaction. ..

. ,........
, . s

Advisory teachers therefore were asked /to, respond to the sartie kind of reaction' items
as were sohqo perspnnel. They were however asked to respond in both the actual and idea
sense, The tual items were'prefixed with "Teachers do" while the ideal,items were prefiked

.
with "I o d hope to". , /
,' . ,/

Table 30 shows t rawitem means for advisory _teachers' responses to both the actual
and ideal eaction item . h also shows a coalesced mean for items grouped in accord with
the factor structure derived from the school personnel data.. .

. . ,

Table '30: Ratings of ideal arid actual reaction items -- advisory teachers'
It

Ideal

Raw
item

a'

Mean

1
3.30 , 3.22

.

Raw
Item

3.56

Mean

ActUal

Raw
Item

Mean

.

1.85 234-

2.74' '

7

2.33

-2.85

t

0

2.74

2.07

Factor
c.

*-17;

r.r

Iterh

-"

1

Feel free to accept or reject
advice given

Feel assisted best if a number
orRossible causes for a problem
are pointed 'out and a number
of possible solutions given

Think, advisory teachers, don't 0
have answers to many problems,
but that they and the advisory
teacher can work out answers
together ,

2 Feei adVice -is satisfactory .

only if a-Spicific solution to
,a,nroblein isgiven 1

Raw
Item

'3.82

,3.60

Mean

2.48.1

Aet that advisory Teachers
should know the answer 1.70

()bib* raised
,

Fuel: that sugijeiiiOnS madefr 2.33
Must be, tried._

2.00

,t. P., 29

* "..
er "' 11.1. 0,41 4. .

Scale: 4 strongly agree
3 agree '
'2 disagree°
1 strongly disagree

(



There is clear evidence that advisory teacheri hope that the reaction of school personnel
would be conducive to'much more co-operative consultation than was seedify them to be
the actual case. There is also clear evidence that there was in practice evidence of more directive
counselling than they would prefer to be the case. In fact the very low ideal mean for this
reaction suggests that the advisory teachers quite strongly disagreed with a directive counselling
approach but strongly endoried the co-operative consultation reaction. From the actual and Opal
means regarding the trying f suggestions it would appear that they would hope to be taken a
little more seriously than they seem to be but the low mean also indicates a moderate disagreement
with whole idea. Perhaps this represents a reaction against appearing.too prescriptive on the one
han rather than being taken seriously on the other..

Work Satisfaction

Whereas only 11 percent claimed that they derived little to very little satisfaction
from work with teachers, nearly 26 per cent claimed to derive little to very little
satisfaction from their job as a whole. There is clearly, a less amount of dissatisfaction
'associated with working with teach rs than with the job overall. It would seem therefore
that despite dissonance in 'role pe eption and in reactions of school personnel there
ar`e other, factors which are produ ing dtssatisfaction. The view that some of these might
be associated with the itinerant ature of the job seems to have some support. About
40 per cent of advisory teachers seldOm if ever see that advice is taken and only 33
percentclaim to see frequent evidence of any results of their work. .None claim to see
emidence of their work very frequently. But even this evidence does not include, other .

sources of disSatiifaction. Financial, ,teansport, family disruption and lack. of promotional,
opportunity were suggested in comments on the questionnaires. These issues while outside
the ,scope of the survey are certainly!worthy Of some consideration.

//Recruitment of Advisory Teachers

The subject area advisory teachers ranked four kinds of teacher background character-
istics to indicate the type of teacher who they think would make a s tisfactory advisory
teadher, .

Table 31: Views of most- satisfactory advisor'y ieacher ' 4

Type Mean S.D.

Teacher experienced in teaching all, subjects throughout
the schools 1.55 1.09

A subject specialist' 3.07 1.07

Teacher Specialising in one section of ,tht,ssligol
(e.g. middle school) I ' IT' 3.00 1.14

Teacher specialising in two or three related subjects 2.00 :73

From Table 31 it/ is seen that very high priority. isigiyen to experience in all
subjects throughout th Significantly less priority is, given to specialisation in two
or three related subj and practi Ily no importance is attached to experience as a subject
specialist or to sectio I specialisati, n. General experience is clearly regarded as the most
appropriate pre-requis te for recrui, ent to the service. .1

sir
,
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SUMMARY-:ANP CONCLUSIONS'

I

The study has examined the perceptions of school personnel of different status levels
in different regions concerning various features of the advisory teacher service in primary
schools. The views of advisory teachers in the subject areas Art, Language Arts,. Mathe-
mattc.s,. Music and 'Social Studied were examined and 'reported. This has been the first
attempt at obtaining comprehensnie information from the recipients of advisory services
together with the views of some of those directly responsible for providing that service.
The findings should provide, useful guidelines to schools, advisory teachers and adminis-
trators at all levels, concerning the status of the service, its' more effective utilisation,
and its future.

If the views of school personnel arid advisory teachers are to be :taken as a' guide,
there is clear justification for the numerical expansion of the service in all existing areas
to provide frequency and duration of visits which would satisfy the perceived needs

of these groyps. Preferences for nbmber of visits per year in all areas were considerably

above those received. Schodl personnel, irrespective of previous deprivation due to the

small am unt of advisory support available in some regions, declared that they wanted
more visi s than they had received. Furthermore, although not completely related to
previous eprivation, there ,was a clear indication that school personnel in remote regions
had grater r declared need than those in metropolitan areas. Not only does the con-
siste ly igh disdrejlapcy between preferred and received visits indicate a need to increag

the u rical strength of the service, but the regional trend also indicates that priorities,
for pp i ntment should, be given to the more remote regions where perhaps alternaVvd
opp rt Mies for professional support are fewer.

. The discrepancy between the declared preferences and: number of visits received for
the two special areas of aboriginal ethicition and child migrant education is very large
even allowing for the fact that needs in these .areas are considerably less general than in
others. While only relatively few additional support personnel would probably be

;i1adequatel4to meet demands, it is clear that 'ese two areas were, at the time the
study was undertaken, the most critically u derstafted. The declared preference of the
majority of school personnel for the duration of the visit from arradvisory teacher to be
between one hour and half a ,day with a considerable proportion stating a preference for
a longer period,. is a factor which should be considered in planning for numerical expansion.

When examining the kind of assistance being sought, consideration was given to the
relative importance school personniq placed on. receiving assistance in the various areas,
the form this assistance might take, and the relative amount of time devoted to various
activities. Greater importance was placed on the syllabus subject areas as opposed to
special areas as far as need for assistance was concerned. A rank order of importance
corresponding more Closely to the suggested time allocation rasher than with recency of
syllabus change erherged. For even though Language Arts, an area in which syllabus
change has occurred recently, was rated first, Art, another area where recent syllabus change

3G
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has also' taken place, was rated .fourth. It would, also seem that with the existence of
a predominantly subject oriented curriculum, advisory support in subject areas is seep to
be oh the whole more important than support in special areas. i 1

-,.
) .

()Tactical teaching issues were declared to bra more importtnt kind of support
than curriculum issues, which involved planning teaching programs and curriculum inter-
pretation. Specific help with, problems was seen \to be of leis importance still while
advice on organisational and administrative matters was seen to be of relatively little ,

general importance. The relatively high emphasis given by school personnel to practical
teaching issues involving demonstrating or advising on teaching methods and techniques,
general discussion and advising on resource utilisation, tends to suggest that it is essential
for advisory teachers to have these kinds of skills as part of their repert ife of overall
abilities. The practice:of I.ecruiting advisory teachers on the basis of de onstrated
classroom expertise and providing additional training in curriculum areas , eems to be in
accord with what is pected of them by the school personnel whom t ey serve. The
order of relative impprtance is also in accord with. the ratings of advis teachers
themselves. This suggests that advisory teachers are well aware of the mphasis school
personnel are tilacing on the assistance offered. ft-should be noted, wever, that advisory
teacher responses were representative of subject areas and not special reas. Special area
advisory teachers may well not see the relative importance of the var ous kinds of support
in the same way as do schgol personnel or subject area'advisory tea ers.

, , -
It was of interest that the mein rating for the importance of general discussion as

a form of assistance was surprisingly high. This was interpreted to mean that a high
degree of importance was being placed on a non-specific kind of help. In fact, as far as
time was concerned, school, personnel declared that about a quarter of the time wash, spent
on this activity. It is distinctly possible that prior planning for thevisit by !school
personnel

time fOr them to give adequate thought as, to how the time with he a

is., not adequate. If this is so, perhaps notice of visits in larger sc ools here.

advisory
principals invite the advisory teacher to vlgit the schools,, is not reaching teachers
sufficient'

iti '

teacher might beSt be used. This is partly supported by the finding that, teachers in the
larger schools plan less frequently the assistance required than do those in s eller schools,
and also by the finding th. t the declared . frequency of planning by all star groups cOm-
prisipg principals of sch

1 .

of various sizes, Was higt)er than either of the acher groups.

1 On the other hand, it i quite possible that the; large amount of time devoted to

fgeneral discussion is a consequence of the wide and varied kind of individ al assistance
being sought. Certainly, keeping abreast of change received the highest en orsement of all
role items in both the actual and ideal sense. It is quite possible that what appears
to 'be a disproportionate amount of general discussion time merely reflects the need for
flexibility in providing individualised in-school service. School personnel on the whole
appear to regard the service as appropriate since they declare that teaching is frequently
improved by a visit. Furthermore, since there) was strong disagreement with the suggestion
that advisory teachers would be better empl4ed as an in-service ,team conducting
workshops and seminars rather than operating in schools as thevare at present, it might
be concluded that in its current form, the of assistance affordgd is seen by school
personnel to be appxopriate. The subject 'a ea advisory tgachers. also seem to View the
priorities 'for the various kinds of assistance in almost exactly the same way, as do
schdol personnel. Given the fact that there were no significant differences in the. means
for the various status groups and a clear , consenius of rank order of importance for both
school personnel and advisory teachers, it would seem that this information would be
most useful for all concerned with recruitment and training advisory teachers. In order
of priority, excluding general discussion, the various forms of assistance were.: Demsinstrating
or advising on teaching methods and techniques; Advising ( on resource utilisation;

32
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"-Curriculum. interpretation.; Planning teaching programs; Ptoblem 'solving; Problem .

identification and redefinition and Advising on organisalional or administrative matters.

Informatipn was obtained abbut the Way both schobl persohnel and the advisory
teachOrs themselves,perceive the advisOry teacher role. There was a high degree of
coincidence in the deer of magnitude of the actual and ideal' role means of the school

personnel and the i eel, role means of advisory' teachers. Lack of coincidence in order of
rrognitude between he actual role means of advisory teachers and the ideal role means of
school personnel su gests some c nstraints exist which leads the advisory teachers to enact
theiri role different' from both eir awn view of an ideal role and differently from that
held by those they' serve:

The discrepa cy between The actual and,.ideat means for all items in the

gratings. given by, chool personnel were consistently positive. This suggests that the
school personnel would hope that on each of the six role dimensions a higher level 'of
role performanc could be .given. Nevertheless the fact that the two grbups rated the
rdte tasks in th same order and that consistently high ideal ratings were given by
school personne , gives some guidance to how the latter group perceive the role of the
advisory teache . For school personnel the advisory teacher is a person who hel t em.,
keep up with changes that are occurring, shows and describes use of materials; s gge is
ways of teaching, demonstrates most appropriate teaching methods, improves mor le,

and 0-ordinates expertise in the school.
; I

Even though rank order of the means for both groups was similar, since th m an
discrepancy scores between the ideal and actual role means for advisoN teachers, w t close
to zero for two items and negative for all but one item, there is strong. suggetti that
advisory teachers see their role somewhat differently from that en orsed by the 'school
personnel. On the particular dimensions included in the survey, ad isory teacher h'
the subject areas seem to regard that they are appropriately fulfilli g their role terms
of helping teachers keep up with changes and in improving morale They seem o regard
the co-ordination of experti e as an area ,in which their role is no as fective. it
might be. However ,the distinctly negative discrepancy scores for owing d d scribing
Use of mat rials, demonstrating appropriate teahing7methods and ggesting ' of
teaching, s ggests ,that they would prefer that i these' aspects of the role shoul e

de-emphasi ed.

Som further support 'for, the view that
role fro that endorsed by, schobl personnel
ment of the desirability of engaging in other
teacher. espondents apparently feel their sery
However the utilisation of advisory teachers
and seminars was one form of teacher educ
with the evidence that the people in school
practical teaching issues, there seems. to be

ry teachers wo d irefer _af difieren
be gained from their strong endorse-

s of teacher ed cation. The advisory
could be better Utilised in Other ways.*

orkshops
nnel. _Taken
with

ool persori el

n in-service team conducting
not endorsed by schbol pers

refer help on an individual basi
le grounds for believing that is

would prefer a r dical change in the way isory teachers pre gtly opera e,

The eviden of role. discrepancy has implications for rec itment, trai in6 and ,

.

effectiveness of he service. It is im ortant in intelpreting thi role discrepancy infor-
mation to reme ber That the vast m jority, of school personn declared that their
teaching was frequently improved as a consequence of an adv ory,visit. This evidence
would suggest that role discrepancy ate should be seen in p rspective. The presence
of role discrepanty. similar, to that fund on the survey is lik ly to affect efficiency of
communication and perhaps indirectly, restilt in feelings of fr stration. It does not
however indicate that t e service as such, is unsatisfactotry. Certainly awareness of
the nature of the discr pancy provided by this study could help alleviate some problems.

The results also suggest that school personnel are, on the whole, more likely to
treat the encounter with advisory teachers as one characteristic of co-operative consultation
with a person.capable of providing help and support on a range of issties. ,.

/..
e

/ ,
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In this situation /they , feel free to accept or reject advice given, prefer numerous possible
-solutions to problems and feel that togethd: they and the advisory teacher can work
out answers to problems.. It seems less likely that school personnel would treat the
encounter as one of directive counselling since most disagreed that this would be their
reaction. There was moderate endorsement of the reaction that suggestions must be
tried.

Advisory teachers who responded to the questionnaire endorsed' the ideal reaction
concerning co-operative consultation, to a greater,extent than the actual reaction. This
suggests that in 'Practice it would. seem to them that far less of this reaction is in
evidence than th4 would prefer. On the other hand the opposite was the case _for
the directive counselling reaction. In this case the advisory, teachers apparently see top
much evidence of this reaction than they would like. Since the wa' advisory teachers ,

go about their work and the satisfaction they derive from it IT lik,ely,tb be affected by

persopnel 1s ilite of
how they feel teachers and ,others react. to them, the fact that the reaction of 'schools

seen, by, advisory teachers to be less co-operative than ideal is i'so
tension and possibly dissatisfaction. ,Furthermore, since the data from school P rsonnel
suggests that the cptiary is the case, jt would seem possible that the advisory eachers
are, perhaps misre g the situational cues. 4

.
i / .

Perhaps this
see frequent evid

Advisory, te
teachers than fr
in other forms
crepancy and p
with jbb satisf
Was less than
although role
dissatisfaction.
they probabl

In gene
furActiOn. P iorities for support as far as' s hoot persq nel,rare concerned, lie with
practical te hing issues and to a lesser extent, curricqlurk issues. The number of preferred
visits far exceeds that which occurs in practice. Su *ect ar a support is seen to be more i
important than special area support. However, while ed in special 'areaseare not as great:
as for subject areas, visits preferred and received indi te service_ in all these areas and
particularly in child migrant eillication is deficient. us if the indicated neeril for
expansion occurs, some priority needs to be. ,given i ,special areas where total' numerical
requirements are not great but present numbers of dvisory teachers are extremely small.

.
It would also seem tbdati present recruitment pr cedures requiring practical teaching

expertise' in a subject arermeets with the requirem nts of school personnel for subject
area support. The current training prograrh which ocuses on subject area deve4dpments
and curriculum issues seems (to provide' an appropriate balance. Evidence of role ;
discrepancy problems however, suggest that attention needs to be Oen to this issue in
training programs. Perhaps school personnel also need some assistarice with the issue of
role. Perhaps their expectations of the advisory teacher are such that they. are not able
to Make the best use of this form of professional support.

,, i

There was clear evidence that, priority should be given to reInbte regions, in (providingtadvisory support, over the metropolitan regions. here, was mixed evidence of a stronger
need for _support for small schools than for large ones. Since there was however a

prO6lem is associated with the fact that advis
nce of# the effectiveness of their work..

chers ,deciare that they obtai 1 far more 9,tisft
m their job as a whole and ould, by and I
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\
tendency fdr teachers, a' opposed to priric p Is f large schools, to see less f a need for
advisory supportyt would seem that if a Ch lay between supporting very large schobls

and others was o be made, the smaller ones might receive some additional consideration:
This would be however, only if the views of teachers in large schools are
used as a guide o their needs. Their principal's seem to note 'the needs of these
teachers somewhat. higher than do the teachert themselves. ,

'1 _ -
Finally it would seem profitable to ascertain more precisely .how advisory

see the expansion' pf their activities, what additional role tasks, if any, they wo
endorse, what spaCifit, sources of job dissatisfaction exist and td reconcile this in

eachers
d firmly.

rmation
with that already obtained, and with the needs
whole. The survey has certainly provided insights
teachers see the service. It provides some guidelin
further development of the service. For thode con
there is also a degree of helpful information to 13,e
there are so e clear. guidelines to be gained by a
information tin how 'those they serve see, them an

the primary teaching service 'as
to how those served by adviso
for the ordering of priorities f
ed with recruitment and traipi
ed from the results. In additi

teachers themselvis from the
rvice they fende
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APPEIrDIX 1: INSTRUMENTS 40°

1.' A QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SCHOOL PERSONNEL
. .. . .

The Adv?sory Teacher Service has been in operation for a number of years. The Service
commenced in 1970 vvrth the appointment of advisory teachers in Matheinaties.Sinee-Then the

L..i service has heen expanded' to cover a number of other areas.,expanded
.,

' This questionnaire has been design d' to ,sollect information from Principals, Deputy Principals,
and Teachers concerning the operation of the Advisory Teacher Service. Information sought relates
to how persons withiq schools perceive .the service-to operate. In particular this information. relates
to the context isi which the service operates And, processes employed rh assisting school personnel.

,-

a A similar ,questionnaipe is to be completed .b,1 Advisory Teachers. Information from both will
be collated _and repbrted to the Advisory' Teaches Committee to assist them in making judgements
concerning effectiveness, possible changes which might hayg beneficial effects, and areas 'about which
more information might profitably be, sought.. . ..' ., .

'' All information will 'be tl-eted confidentially.' No attempt will be made to identify individualconfidentially.'
, respondents. . -

. .

,4agral Instructions -, ' ;- ..,

". . .
.

7. . , - ... "\:--------..'il. Please.,answer the Questionnaike in terms Of your own particular views a not in terms ot your
.ijew of 'the Opinions,,of teachers ,generally. '' . .

... ., .
. .... - , -

. - ,-
2. Moft4qiiestions may be answered simply ,by placing. a 'tick (,/ ) in the apprortlate box. Where

.r

r -

another forfk.of answeris repuired, this' will be indicated.: ' ''',
' t

, -
e:, 0

, .., ,'- .
3. In some ustions space has 'been;left for you to make further comnients Or to specify, in'

.
- detail, re sons for a particular 'atlas'. Please make appropriate notations where requested.

..., ,;I,
+2' e .

4. At.the d of the questionnaire, space has been left for thy further comments you may are
,:. .. , .

to Make -
- , 'r," ` .. . :.; ',. .

- Note : t ,. i ,
'

. e
....,, . ,

Teacher's who love nev' received a visit, from an advisory teacher ,answer question .1 to 6 and
questions 16 'and 17, omit tiOestiorcs. 7 to ;15.

2. All' other reachaels plea& answer every question. .

c( ..
- -

. , ,.., l. What is your position in the scpoo17:
. .

. 'it \O/
i . /

Deputy Principal. Senior. firttstress', ,3
), or' Infant Mistrests 1 t 4';:.

. , Principal.

Teacher '- r. . 4,'4-'

V+

- .,,.

>

Z In which of they f9I I- oWing regions
located? '' .

, Brisbane Iguilh
11 '. Brisbane South 0/ "/ Brisbane West

,. * ,
-4, - Central .0

' Darling [gowns"

:-
Northern

North West 'CI
South West 0

4:A:
Widrx. Bay

-..' - t

is your school

'a

a+,

i 4*
I



:
I E'

a

t'Of.

3. Mark below the class of school' in which you wpr
.

.

'Class' Class 2 ,

'Class 8
. ,

Cless..4- ;LT, 1
Class 5

Class 6 ",U

p

4. Which gride,ortgrades

O'rxle 1 .

Grade ZO
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6".
Grade ?,

cl.-6"yOu teach?

1

a-

"at

a -0

; 7
, a I

7. Indicate how, in
;,ial Advisory Teachers ..organiSa their visits (Col, 1)

(b), .You =think they should orgsnimi their visits (Co1.2)..

..;a

/

Discuss vvith'inbOli staff
together

piictiss with teachers in ,
smsll groups; -" S.

Discuss'with teacher.f
.

=-4"

' ' ,

Col: 1,
How they
omen's*

Col.
How.
should -
o Ise

- .
,

,
s

8. Do your responses ip the 7,klow 'they morale"' in.

(More than, one may be ticked)' column 1 of question 7.apftly to ait'areig in which
- . 41- . I advisory visits occur? .

5 far this,questior; use Nurniiss (do not sick): For each
area listed below inclicater , , ,

`. tar: The number of visits per year you receive from -..
an. advisory teacher _(Col. A) it:.

. (b) The number of vistli,per,year you would like , .

4. to receive (Col. 2) , $ ' I .
.

'9. Do your responses in "How(Masse check to see that 'you' have put numbees in each4 'column). ... _ 1$ column 2, of question 7-

,e

Yes. No 0 ,

If NO; please
t a.

.

.N Mathematics
Language Art.l. A

Social Siudies:
.*.

Music.
Library ,

Audio-Visual ,4
. .Child migrant education

Aboriginal education

Col. 1

Da: receive'

,

'

.

mbar6. To what eitenr would thenumber of visits y.ob in
dicated you would like to receive (Col. 2 in question
51pe disruptive of schoOl, r tine. '-'

. , .
', .

Very great Great Little Ver' Little Not at all ' '

I

in 0 0 0 : 0' '
:

tt. et,

l b

sy should ciaginise." in;
y to all areas in Which

advisory visits occur? - ,/.
YeS 0 'No IN',

NO, indicitedie!iattins.ot,the exception::-
V

10. On the whole, what 'total duration- would you prefer
a visit -to be?

. .Lass than Half hour

Morirt'ilan- one hour- but less 0
tilan half a-ciay.,
Mork than thali a' dal/

11. Ooes your response concerning, duration (Q faction 10.
above) ipply*.to ell areas in wifiCh advisory isits ' ,

occur?r?..,

t . Yes 0
If NO, pleasei discuss -

Half hour, to .1 hour .

er

4

No C3

.

37

,

.
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ar

i
Seek follow-up assist-

, are from' 4c1Visory.
Teachers?

Plan the, assisfande, you
require from an Advisory
Teacher, prior to a visit?

Find that 'the advoc,e -
Wen can be Used to .

improve teaching? .

Require asustance 'but the
advisory ,tbacher- rt unable

, 4o visit your school until
it is too late to really
help?. ',
,

7 IC

How frequenitly. do you '

Y44Uent.. Fr6qUirdYTralt
Seldom Never

.

. 0

' ' Other (Specify)

13. How important is each of the.joilowing activities
that 'Advisory Teachers might use to assist you.,

Areas of Assistance

Curriculum interpret-
ation

Planning teaching
programs

Demonstrating or
adv,isIng on teaching '
methods and tech-
niques

Advising on resource
utilization

Advising On organisational
or administrative matters

Problem identification
and redefir,:ttion

Problem solving

General discussion

Imp° ante
Very Very Not at
Great Great Little Little all

14a. Estimate to the nearest 5 percent the pereentage of tine Advisory' Teachers
(For this question 'se numbers, do not ick).

,

spend with you on:
,..

Curriculum ,

Interprieetion and
Planning t aching
progrargs .4 .

Demonstrating., .o r ,

advising on teaching
-; methods and techniques
-, and Advising. on

resource utiiiiation

.

Advising on'
.,,organisational or

administrative
mattets

,

.
Problem identification,
redefini.tion and
solving -

.
_

.

General ,
discusslOn

..

.
..

Other ;
.(Specify)

rI",
. ,

Tom

a

d.

, .
..- f

.

r

.

r

e

.
'

.
.

r

,14b. Does Mir response to 14(a)' apc4y, to all areas ih which'afAvison,t visits occur?
.

Y ri 4esu..1-

(f- if plea1;disa"uSs:

'No

15. In my opinion, an Advisory Teacher

Suggests many ways o f td3ching
Ought 'to suggest mama?' ways.of teaching
Show,. or deticribes -how to use the

. materials we haye in the school
Ought'to show ordescribe

"how to use the'materials
have in the school

Co-ordinates the expertise in the school
. ' Out to co.ordinate the expertise irt.'the

school'
'Demonstrates 'most appropriate teaching
f iieth Ods

// teac
to demonstrate most ap/propridte

ing
'Indicates the minimum or Maximum
standards required.
Ought 'to Indicate the minimum of maximum
standards rebuked
Dots improve the morale, of teachers
Ought to improve the morale of teachers
Does help me keep up to data with the
chioges thit are occurring,
Ought to help me keep up toidate with
the changes that are occuvin§.."

/

Strongly agree Agree Disagree Stron y disagree

t

1 Mot

PLEASE ANSWER ALL
ITEMS, BUT COMMENT
ON 'ANY SPECIAL EX-
CEP.,..TVNS ,BELOW:,

a

. 4

'r

s
u`.,-

e

a

,



a

t '
16. indicate how you react roacteisory teachers.

,

I feet tugtestions putt be tried
I lee e is sitisfactoiy only if a spticific

. sol to a prOblem is given 1 ,
I 'f advisory teachers should know the answer-

. `to relj problems raised .

, I leelefree to accept dr reject advice given as)
sari fit
I teei-assisted best if a number of'possible causes
for a problem are pointed out and a *umber of
possible. solutions are given
1 fen( that' advisory teachers don't have answers

.-to rminy.probleFns but ,that We to work out. .

a

.answers together,

. I feel that advisory teachers would be 'of more
'help as.an .inserice tettm imployed'in conducting

workshops and seminars than irr schools

Strongly, agritro..8 a Disagrite
, -

Strongly diiagree

',:- ' ...':

. ..,.

1..

a 3 . .

'

.

...

. t

Ir
.

. .

.
.

. .

. .

. .

)'
i .r

4. .

. ...

-, .4

* .
v

, y

17. Rao eactk of the areas below in terms of bola imp

t. .
Mathematics

. Language-Arts

Social Studies
- Art

Musk

Library

Audio-visual

11.1C111rnigrant edlicat)on
Atrori4inal erciucation

f

.
COMM

. .

1.

PLEASE ANSWER.
ALL ITEMS BUT .
COMMENT'ON ANY
SPECIAL EXCEPT-
IONS BELOW:

. .\ .. .
1 y

. . .

. ... . - '...,
nt it is for you to

r.,
receive advice in each of these areas.

. Impol-tence
.

Very great Great . " Little
_

Very Little
. .

Not at all
,

....

, 0

,

... .

.
. ..

,..., ...!

. ii".... - - .

.

r
,

11 I ., 2

.

.
1,

r

r'
.39_
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2. A QUESTIONNAIRE FORIADVISORY TEACHERS '
\ ,, a

If \ , .
The Adviady Teacher Seyvice has been in operation for a number of years. The, service commenced.

rain 1970,with" the appointmf of advisory teachers ilMathematics. Since then the service has, been
expanded to cover alnumber of other areas.

. ,
.

This questionnaire has been designed to collect information from Advisory Teachers concerning the
operation of the service. The information sought relates to how the Advisory Teachers perceive the
service to operate, In particular.; this information relates to the context in which the service operates and
processes employed' in assisting school personnel.

A similar questionnaire is to be completed by Principals, Deputy Principals and Teachers. Information
from both will be collated and reported to the Advisory Teacher Committee to assist them on making
judgements concerning effectiveness, possible changes which might have beneficial effects, and areas about
which more information might profitably be sought.

All information will be treated confidentially. No attempt will 'be made tp identify individual:'
respondents.

General :Instructions. . ./
1. Please Kisaver the Questionnaire in terms of your own particular views and not in terms of your

--,view of the opinions of Advisory Teachers generally. '
,

.. ,, , -
2. Most questions may be answered simply by placing a tick (I) in the appropriate box. Where

. another'form, of answer is repuirefi, ttiis. will be indicated.
. 4 I .

. 1 :
.3/ Jn some quettions space has been left for you to make further comments pi to specify, in detail,

reasons 'for a particular, rating. Please make appropriate notations Where requested.
, . t

ii. At the end of the qUestionnaire, space has been left for any farther comments you may care to
to ; - make. 4 . s . ,

._

.. ..,
VI

f. In what area are you an advisory

:-, Mathematics

Language Arts

Social Studies

Art'
Music

Library

Audio-visual

Child migrant education,

Aboriginal education

J

a

Alt.t
teacher? 3. On the whole what total duration would y.ou prefer

your contact with each teacher during a visitto'be
4

24 For this question use numbers (do not tick)

In the bOlses below indicate the average number o4
visits you 'make to each teacher per year, and the
number you weed like to make.

'Number'of visits

you make you would like to make

4 4 '
40

4.-

Less than tIalf ao hour

Half an hour to one hour
More than one hour but.
less than half a day

. More than half a day

f

4. Indicate hOw in general:
(a) You conduct your vis'ts (Col. t)

-(b) Ydu would like to conduct your visits Cot. 2)

oM

work with whole staff
together
work with teachers in
small groups
work with teachers
individually

Col. 1
How You Do

., .11

ii2

4



,

i "L , .:.

5. Does the 'How you work' column in 1 above apply to
, aLLst.qatigns? - -

I.

t Yes'l 0 No rj
. .;
If no, Meese. wecify Z.

w4 .

c

6. Does th "How you would like to work" column in 2
above 'for any 'specific situation?

E1*--- No 0*
t, If no, please ;pacify .

7. Now f7quen,tly do: ,4.

.

you have teachers seeking'followup assistance from earlier
visits

ors plan the assistance they
o flour visit

ire from you prior

Very
Frequently

0

Frequently Seldom

yAi see evidence that teachers use the advice you give.

8. Indicate hOw important to you are each of/he following tasks in assisting- td fters.

%

Areas of Assistance,

a'

Curriculum I.nterpr,etation

Planning teaching programs,

Deridisittrating or advising on to hing'methods
,

and:t
' .techraques

Advising on resource utilisation

Advising on oyitanisatIonal or administrative matteet

ProbIeni identitication 'and redefinition

Problem solving

General discussion

Other (specify)
fi

Never

of

/ t
Importance

..
Very
Great . Great . Little\

Very
Little

Not at ,
all . e

/ 5.' .
-,. t

I , 4 .

.

-.i . ..

a
a

.

.

9e. Estimate to the nearest 5 percent the percentage of time you spend

(For this question use numbers, do not tick).

on:

Curriculum
Interpretation and
Planning teaching
programs

.
.

Demonstrating or
advising on teaching
methods and teChniqbes
and advising on 3

L. resource utilization

Advising on.
organisational or
administrative
matters

4

Problem identification,
',redefinition and

solving ..-

..

Gendial
Discussion

A

Other
(Specify)

Total

E

,..

'

.. 4

.

.

.,

1
,,

'-'

.

a

t

; -
96. Does your response to 9 (a) apply to, all situations?

ryes .
rsio

) Nre
lf no, please discusenotable exceptions

...

.5.-

41

r.
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In my opinion, t.

It

suggest many wayS of teaching

would like to suggest many ways of teaching'

shoW or describe how to use the materials
in lie school
would like to show Or describe how to use
the materials in the school

co-ordinate the'exPertise in the school 4

would like to co-ordinate the expertise in
th school

nonttrate the
thods

most appropriate teaching

/ would like to demonstrate the most
appropriate teaching methods.

indicate the maximum or minimum
standards required

Id like to indicate he maximuqi
r minimum standards-"required

rove the rni-lirale of teachers

vouId like to improve the morale of
teachers

help teachers keep up to date with changes
that are occurring

. would like to help teachers keep up to
date with the, changes that are occurring

Strongly
Agree Agr Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1 P r

11. Indicate your reedoon to each of the stateinents below as you think they apply geile Ily.

I would hope teachers feel that suggestions' I
. make must be tried

Teachers do' feel that suggestions I make must.
be tried

1 would hope teachers': f41,- that advice is satis
factory only if a 'specific solution to a problem
is given
Teachers do feel that advice is satisfactory only
if a specific solutiOn to a problem isliven(...

. I would hope teiachersfeel that ad4ry
teachers should know the answer to all
problems raised

.
re.ichers do feerthit advisory teachers
should know the answer td. all problems
raised
I would hope teachers feel free to accerkt.
or reject advice given as they see fit
Teachers do feel free to accept or reject advice
given as they see fit
I would hope teachers feel assisted best if a.
number of possible causes for a problem are pointed
out and a number of postbte solutions are given
Teachers do feel assisted best if a number of possibl
causes fora problem are pointed out and a number
possible solutions are given

I would hope teachers think that advisory teachers
don't have answers to many problems that they
aritiVje advisory teacher can work answers
together
Teacher do think that advisonj teachers doh't hay%
answers to many problems but that they and the
advisory teacher can work out answers together

Strongly
Agree

'
Agree'

/ .-l*

disagree ",
%Strongly'

Disagree
/ ,

, . .-_

-

-
.,

4

.

I,
l ,

.

. 0

.

Ar , . ,

r. .

-

r
.

,

..* .'

-AP 4
A%

1

.

.

If

l
,

r

42

47

PLEASE ANSWER ALL
ITEMS BUT COMMENT
ON ANY SPECIAL
EXCErrldat *BELOW:

.-

PLEASE ANSWER ALL
ITEMS BUT cpmmEN
ON ANY SPECIAL gX
CEPTIONS BELOW:-

S e.

C4

4

0',Z4

F.



12. How fregisently do you get an opportunity, to see Very Frequently Seldom 'Never
evidenceof the results of rout ,work. Frequently i,

-
.1

13.

To what extent' do you 'derive
Work with teachers.

To what extent do you derive satisfaction from
your job as, a whole.

satisfaction from

To what extent would you ptefer to be engaged in
other forms of teacher education activities.

s;0 0- Cl . 0
Very Great Little Vely.
great Little

0

, -,a

4

14. PJease use the numbers 1 to 4 to rank from most satisfactory to least satisfactory the type of teacher you think
.would make an Advisory Teacher (Do not tick).

/
A teacher with experience, teaching all subjects trrroughout the school (Please check that

ID
you have used

A subject specialist numbers for

A teacher specializing in one` seetjpn of the school (e.g tile middle school) CI
feting this queition.)

A teacher specializi in two or three related subject /

COMMENTS
'

t
T

-'1.

,2

I

I

1: 4 n6

43

5,

4

.;

rs

tr"

_ ,

It

's
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APPENDIX 2. R1NCIPALCOMPONENT$ ANALYSIS QF ADVISORY TEACHER
OLE ITEMS

Tha principal _cokmponents analysis -produced three factors of consequence. Ei9en-
values were greater than orr. These were rotated us ng the quartermax criterion. The
purpose of this statistical technique is, to make the f ctorS more easily interpretable. The
items constituting ,the first rotated factor and their rrelations with, that factor are:

Does suggest many ways of teachings .553
Does show or describe use f materials in school .617
Does co-ordinate the expert! in the school .4,555
Does demonstrate most app opriate teaching meth d . :671

. Does improve the morale o achers :623
.Does help to keep. up to d ti with changes .599 0

(Thi factor acco nts for 24.6 er cent of the variance of all fourteen role items.)

f . It is clear af all these it ms are concerned wit what teachers do.
first faitor is a .measure of the degree to which an tual role is seen to be Perform
This factor is labelled "Actual Role": . 4 .4:

t
i . 1u .,*

The items .constituting the second factor and t e -correlation of the, items with
Ithe factor are:

...i.- . A:
,

-0 .

-I o. # ',
,!any

":...

w, or de 'be use of materials S'chools i'''' ' -.571,
c-; .551

Ought to sho
Ought to suggest ,any ways of teaching

Ought-lo coordinate e expertise in'the sc ool,'-', . .41
Ought, to deMbnstrat most vppropriate teachintrnethocis .60.
Ought to improv-e- t e morale of teachers
Ought to help keep up' to date with changes

:.
This second factor measures the degree,to which an idea role is seen to be

performed. It is the obverse of the first factor,. This facto is labelled "Ideal Role".
This factor accounts for 15.4 percent. of the variance of th role,

labelled

r

.Two distinct actual and ideal Mains were produced from -twelve of t(ie items. The
.third fictor (acdounting -;for 11.J p rcent of .the variance in the set of role items) deals
with the indication of maximum aryl minimum standards. The items that load on this

. factor together with their correlations wig) the factor are:

Does indicate minimum or maximum 'standards , .716
Qught to indicate minimum or m v!nYum standards .691

Items which load on-..this factor deal with both the actual and ideal domain.
BecausgoIhey have coalesced to form a separate factor there is strong 'evidence that these .

two items measure a domain quite different from that measured by the other two factors.
Thus there is a strong suggestion that the scale measures an actual role domain, an
ideal role domain, and a domain concerned with standard setting. .

o

i)4S

1

A

4



APPENDIO, PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS OF REACTIONS TO ADVISOR
1:EACEJERS BY SCHOOL PE,RSONNEL,

with eigelnvalues. greater 111
items cpnstituting the first

, .

The principal components analysis produced three factors
one. These were rotated using the qyartermax criterion. The
factor and their correlations with 'that factor are:.-

r.

I feel free to accept or reject at:ice/Tee given. .472

I feel assisted besf-if possible Causes of a ,
problem are pointeS out and a rvirnbegpf - .582
posable solutions are given

I feel that ,advisory teagpers don't hive
answers to many problems but that we can. .244
work out answersogether:

an

e

This factor 'Accounts fo1l-021.4, percent of till variance of the six reaction items. The
dimension being measured appears to be indicati e of,co-operative.consu4tation.

ond faCtor ah their correlations with that faCtor ire:The items constituting the s

I feel that 7advice is satisfact ry only .if a
specific solution to a pYbblem is given.

feel that ,adviscrili teadlots should .know
answers to all questions raised:

.434
c 1

:-76.o-

-dimension measured by this factor teems. to be indicative 9f an expectation of extreme
Ttis factor accounts fOr'23.7 percent of. the variant 'n the set of items. 'The

competence and expertise of. the advisory teacher. Advice, would be liI'ely to be treated
as though being .received, in a directive counselling situation. ,

...... ,
, .

The third factor, accounting for 17.7 percent of the variance consisted of one item.
The item and the 'Correlation with the factor was:

I feel that suggestions must be tried, .506
. , 7,' 3

t The dimension being measured lati this factor seems to be indicative of how seri usly
advice is treated. .

( _24
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